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ABSTRACT
Cutting, Rebecca A. MS, Purdue University, May 2015. Considerations for Non-
Destructive Evaluation of Discontinuous Fiber Composites Using Dynamic Analysis.
Major Professor: R. B. Pipes.
Knowledge of the composite microstructure is vital to predicting performance
of the structural member. However, depending on the manufacturing process, the
microstructure of the part may be unknown and not predictable with simulation soft-
ware. A few non-destructive evaluation techniques have been adjusted to predict
fiber orientation of composites, including CT scans and thermography, but none have
proven acceptable on a large scale with the amount of fidelity required. This research
investigated the use of dynamic analysis as a non-destructive evaluation technique to
predict fiber orientation of discontinuous fiber compression molded parts. While the
method is currently unable to predict individual fiber orientations, it can indicate
the magnitude of change in microstructure, whether local or global. This research
also identified several key considerations for testing of heterogeneous anisotropic com-
posites versus their isotropic counterparts. Dynamic properties of a composite part,
including natural frequency and mode shape, are dependent upon the geometric sym-
metry and material symmetry present in the part. Fiber orientation variations within
the vicinity of boundary conditions for a test setup have a large impact on the natural
frequencies of the first few modes. With the use of the COMAC parameter, analy-
sis can identify the locations on the geometry that will capture the most number of
natural frequencies for a given frequency range.
1
1. INTRODUCTION
Composite materials are becoming more prevalent in the aerospace industry. While
the benefits of an increased stiffness to weight ratio are obvious, an increase in com-
plexity of structural engineering problems has also been recognized. Performance and
failure predictions have become more difficult as composites behave differently than
their isotropic material counterparts. Knowledge of the microstructure of a composite
part is vital to predicting performance properties. Current non-destructive evalua-
tion techniques used on primarily aluminum aircraft do not work as well in predicting
the microstructure and/or damage of carbon fiber reinforced composites. This thesis
will describe several considerations a test engineer should take when attempting to
use dynamic tests as a non-destructive evaluation technique for composite parts. An
attempt to answer the questions of how dynamic analyses can inform dynamic exper-
iments and can fiber orientation prediction from dynamic properties of a part when
no prior knowledge of the microstructure exists will be made.
1.1 Discontinuous Fiber Material System
1.1.1 Discontinuous Fiber Background
Composite material systems are often classified by the material properties of their
constiuents. An example of this is thermoset versus thermoplastic composites. Ther-
moset composites use a resin system that, once cured, cannot be altered with the
addition of extra heat. Thermoplastic composites, however, use a resin system that
can be reformed after curing with additional heat [1]. Composites can also be cate-
gorized by the geometric characteristics of the reinforcements such as aspect ratio of
the fibers.
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Discontinous fiber parts, sometimes referred to as short fibers parts, use discretized
fiber reinforcements that are not continuous across the part. Discontinous fibers have
an effective aspect ratio (AR) ranging from 1 to less than ∞, whereas traditional
continuous fiber systems have fiber aspect ratios approaching ∞. In this case, the
effective aspect ratio is considered the ratio of fiber length to diameter of the circular
fiber [2]. The large range of possible aspect ratios for discontinuous fibers allows a
further split between short and long discontinous fibers, where long discontinuous
fibers are considered to have an aspect ratio of 100 or greater. The material system
used in this research had 1/2 in fiber lengths. Considering typical composites have
a diameter of 5µm, this corresponds to an aspect ratio of approximately 2,500. This
classifies the material as a long discontinuous fiber system.
Material properties for discontinuous fiber parts are primarily dependent on as-
pect ratio of the fiber reinforcements and the orientation of fibers in the part. As-
suming a unidirectional orientation of fibers within the part, as aspect ratio of the
short fibers increases, the stiffness will approach that of the same material system
with unidirectional continuous fibers [3]. The level of collimation within the part
also has a significant impact on the subsequent material properties. When discon-
tinous fiber composites have a random distribution of fiber orientation in the part,
quasi-isotropic material properties are assumed. However, when a large degree of
collimation is present, the material properties are then considered orthotropic [4]. It
becomes imperative to know both the effective aspect ratio and orientation of the
fibers to predict accurate material properties for parts made of discontinuous fibers.
However, the orientation is significantly dependent on the manufacturing method and
the composition of the raw materials.
The material system used in this research was AS4 carbon fiber combined with
PEKK thermoplastic matrix. AS4 is a continuous, high strength, PAN based carbon
fiber sold by Hexcel [5]. PEKK thermoplastic polymer is a polyether-ketone-ketone
polymer made by Cytec Engineered Materials. The raw material for manufacturing in
this research was made from the pre-impregnated unidirectional tape of AS4/PEKK
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chopped into specific dimensions. Typical fiber volume fraction for the unidirectional
tape used is 50− 60% [6]. The primary shape for this research will be referred to as
the platelet and corresponds to a 1/2 in square by 1 ply of tape. While the platelet
is the primary shape of interest, the stick, which is a rectangle of 1/8 in by 1/2 in
by 1 ply of tape, was also investigated in this project. The relative dimensions of the
platelets and sticks can be seen in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1. Raw material dimensions for chopped fiber prepreg
Within each individual platelet or stick, perfect collimation of fibers can be as-
sumed. It has been seen in parts molded at Purdue University that the platelets
retain their shape and local collimation after the molding process. Therefore, the ori-
entation of the overall platelet controls local fiber orientation within the part. This,
in turn, affects the material properties of the part. It is then easy to see that when
assuming a constant fiber aspect ratio, variations in orientation and collimation of
the fibers affect the macroscopic properties of the part. Unfortunately, platelet ori-
entation is influenced primarily by the manufacturing method and geometry of the
part and is not easily predicted.
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1.1.2 Manufacturing Methods for Discontinuous Fibers Parts
While discontinuous fiber parts are generally lower in stiffness and strength when
compared to their continuous fiber counterparts, they have benefits such as allowing
more complicated geometries and high volume manufacturing processes [7]. Parts
using discontinuous fibers have the advantage of increased stiffness from the fiber
reinforcements which produce superior properties to those of the same part made
of pure resin [3]. According to Tucker and Advani, short-fiber thermoplastics (AR
∼ 15) are typically manufactured with injection molding and extrusion processes while
long-fiber thermoplastics (AR ∼ 100) are usually manufactured using an injection
molding process [8]. The parts in this research were manufactured using a long-fiber
thermoplastic (AR ∼ 2500) combined with a compression molding process.
Compression molding is a process characterized by filling a mold cavity with a set
amount of raw material known as the charge. The male half of the mold, or the ram,
is placed on top of the female half of the mold containing the charge. Hot platens are
used to apply continuous pressure and heat to the mold. The subsequent pressure
and heat cause the resin in the charge to melt. The lower viscosity of the liquid resin
combined with the pressure from the platens causes the material to flow through the
cavity and form the shape of the tool [9, 10]. The tool and charge can optionally
be preheated in an oven to soften the charge before the pressure from the platens is
applied.
The part used for this research, referred to as the TBracket, was manufactured
using a two-part steel mold. It should be noted that the methodology outlined in this
thesis is applicable to any compression molded geometry made of discontinuous fibers.
During creation of the TBracket, an oven was pre-heated to 729°F . The mold cavity
was filled with 30 grams of platelets, and the entire mold was placed inside the heated
oven for 1.5 hours. Once the platens heated to 700°F , the mold was removed from the
oven and placed in the hot press. The mold was centered in the hot press and 10,000
lbs of force was applied to the base of the mold cavity and the ram. The platens
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were allowed to cool down, and once the tool reached 25°C, the force was removed.
The tooling was then dissassembled and the finished part was cleaned [11]. Figure
1.2(a) shows a side view and the dimensions of the mold cavity where the charge was
placed prior to compression. Figure 1.2(b) shows a top view and dimensions of the
ram, and Figure 1.2(c) shows the mold cavity prior to compression filled with the
raw platelets.
(a) Mold cavity side view and dimensions (b) Top view and dimensions of the ram
(c) Mold cavity filled with charge
Figure 1.2. Top, side, and filled views of the TBracket mold
The final orientation of the fibers within a part depend heavily on the initial
orientation of platelets in the cavity prior to molding, the tool boundaries, and the
flow of the melted charge during compression. Each of these factors must be taken
into account when trying to model resin/fiber flow and predict orientation during the
molding process. However, there is not a well defined model for thick cavity com-
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pression molded parts as was used in this research. The flow models that do exist are
primarily for dilute fiber suspensions, but the material system used in this research is
a highly concentrated suspension. Folgar and Tucker created a model for fiber orien-
tation in concentrated suspensions, though the anisotropic viscosity of the fiber resin
system was not taken into account [12]. Furthermore, current models have difficulty
capturing fiber boundary interactions [8]. The limitations to current flow models in
predicting fiber orientation motivated this research to determine microstructure of a
completed part from non-destructive evaluation techniques.
1.2 Non-Destructive Evaluation
There are a variety of non-destructive evaluation (NDE) techniques for composite
materials, but the majority of these test for damage instead of fiber orientation. As
previously stated, fiber orientation controls the macroscopic properties of a part and
therefore determines the performance of the part. A non-destructive test (NDT)
capable of determining fiber orientation is needed to predict quality of the part.
However, this research also aims to simulate potential parts formed by the compression
molding process and use these models to inform experimental testing. The NDE
technique selected for this research was modal tap testing commonly referred to as
impact testing. Tap testing has test parameters that can be influenced by information
from computer analyses, and its results depend on fiber orientation throughout the
part. Other common NDE techniques for composites are available but were not used
in this research due to issues discussed in the next section.
1.2.1 Common NDE Techniques for Composites
The most common form of non destructive evaluation is visual inspection because
it is inexpensive and can cover large surface areas quickly [9, 13]. However, visual
inspection only provides information about the surface of the part and does not
provide any fiber orientation information. The natural color of unpolished carbon
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fiber reinforced composites does not lend well to identifying individual fibers. The
common NDE techniques for composites are ultrasonic inspection, thermography, and
X-rays.
Ultrasonic inspection for composites introduces mechanical waves, generally com-
pression waves, into the structure at a frequency range from 100kHz − 25MHz.
Presence of defects like voids, delaminations, or micro-cracking attenuate and reflect
the signal [14, 15]. While ultrasonic inspection can detect material damage and in
certain cases it can even determine material properties, this method has difficulty
with complex geometry because it works best when the waves are perpendicular to
the damage [9, 13]. This method would not work well for this research due to the
complex geometry of the part and the need to analyze fiber orientation (not just
damage).
The NDE technique of thermography measures heat flow through a part. A ther-
mal gradient is introduced into the part and the subsequent heat distribution across
the surface is measured [13,16]. Defects in the part will not conduct heat as efficiently
and these can be identified in the surface map of temperature [9]. While thermography
can detect delaminations, resin rich areas, and changes in panel thickness, it is a poor
technique for thick specimens and internal flaws. Introducing excessive amounts of
heat can actually cause damage to the composite part and smaller defects are harder
to identify with this technique [16]. Research performed at Vanderbilt University
has shown promise in identifying planar orientation of sticks for compression molded
parts using discontinuous fibers, but these measurements have only taken place at
the surface level.
An X-ray image of a part provides a visual map of density of the specimen. X-
rays can provide information on external and internal defects as well as differentiate
fibers from resin because of the difference in density [13]. A CT scan takes a series
of X-ray images as the part is translated in a specific direction. Using CT scans to
determine fiber orientation in discontinuous fiber parts has already been investigated
by Ben Denos of Purdue University. This method has shown promise for small parts
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with larger concentrations of fibers, but the CT scans did not have a high enough
resolution to identify individual fibers [17]. The CT scan provides only orientation
information. Once that test is complete, the data needs to be inserted into a model
to determine performance of the part. This research tries to circumvent that step by
taking raw results from a test and using that to produce a prediction on the quality
of the part.
1.2.2 Dynamic Tests
A significant amount of research has gone into detecting damage in composites
from changes in dynamic properties. The three main dynamic properties of a struc-
ture that can be measured through testing are natural frequency, mode shape, and
damping. These properties are all affected by a change in stiffness of the part; dam-
age lowers local stiffness [18]. It has been argued that change in natural frequency
is the most useful dynamic property in detecting damage [19], however damage both
decreases frequency as well as increases damping [20] while altering the global mode
shape. Pandey worked on detecting damage through changes in curvature of mode
shape. He suggested changes in local stiffness due to damage produce measurable
changes in the flexibility matrix at lower modes [21, 22]. Adams came up with a
method to locate damage on a part based off of the ratio of changes in natural fre-
quency for two modes [23]. Unfortunately, these methods all compare results from a
damaged part to a baseline specimen. They only take into account localized changes
in stiffness due to known damage placed in the structure; these methods do not in-
corporate multiple changes in the stiffness matrix due to variation in microstructure.
This research looks to utilize some of the lessons learned by these methods while de-
termining quality of a part without a baseline specimen and without known location
of the reduced stiffness.
Modal tap testing is a common structural dynamics test that is used to calculate
dynamic properties of a structure. A tap test uses a hammer with a force transducer
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and at least one accelerometer attached to the test specimen. The hammer impacts
the test specimen at a pre-determined location and the subsequent acceleration of
the part is recorded with respect to time [24, 25]. The response of the part from the
impact can only be measured at specific degrees of freedom where accelerometers have
been placed. The measured input and outputs of the system are used to calculate the
frequency response functions (FRFs) for each degree of freedom measured. The three
main dynamic properties of the structure are calculated from the FRFs of the system.
Any change in material properties or boundary conditions will cause changes in these
dynamic properties [25]. This NDE technique is sensitive to fiber orientation changes
as the variation in microstructure affects the stiffness of the part. If successful, this
testing method will be inexpensive in both time and capital as the test only requires
a small amount of equipment and the post processing is straightforward.
This research attempts to identify which degrees of freedom should be measured
for output during a tap test as the answer is not always obvious, especially for complex
geometry. Work was also done in predicting the performance of a part subject to a
static load based solely on the dynamic properties calculated from a theoretical tap
test.
1.3 Dynamic Analysis Background
1.3.1 Linear Modal Dynamics
In linear structural dynamics, the equation of motion (EOM) for a single degree
of freedom (SDOF) system in free vibration is represented by Eq 1.1 [24, 26], where
m is the mass, k is the stiffness, and x is the displacement of the system.
mẍ+ kx = 0 (1.1)
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Solving this differential equations leads to an eigenvalue problem of the form seen
in Eq 1.2, where the values for λ are the eigenvalues of the system and the solutions
for X are the eigenvectors of the system.
[λ2 + k/m]X = 0 (1.2)
The roots for the characteristic equation are λ = ±iω. In this case, ω is the
undamped natural frequency and is often represented as ωn. The natural frequency
for a SDOF system is commonly seen in the form of Eq 1.3. This is shown to emphasize




When representing a continuous structure by a multiple degree of freedom (MDOF)
system like a finite element model, the EOM becomes a system of equations as seen in
Eq 1.4. The mass and stiffness of the system become symmetric and positive definite
global matrices. These global matrices are assembled from the individual element
stiffness and mass matrices which are also symmetric and positive definite [27].
[M ]~̈x+ [K]~x = ~0 (1.4)
The eigenvalue problem for a finite element model becomes Eq 1.5 [28]. In this
setup, when the stiffness matrix is positive definite all the eigenvalues representing
natural frequency are positive, real, and the eigenvectors are the mode shapes of the
structure.
(−ω2[M ] + [K]) ~X = ~0 (1.5)
1.3.2 Modal Tap Test Theory
The simplest system for tap testing is a single-input single-output (SISO) system.
Fig 1.3 shows a linear, time invariant setup of such a system. For tap testing, the
input would be the time history of the force provided by the hammer as it hits the
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Figure 1.3. Linear system response
structure. The output would be the time history of the structures’ response either in
acceleration, velocity, or displacement.
If the input and the output of the system are measured with respect to time, the
Fourier transforms of the time histories must be taken in order to convert everything
to the frequency domain (Eq. 1.6) [29].
F{x(t)} → X(f),F{y(t)} → Y (f) (1.6)
The frequency response function is then defined as the ratio of output to input in
the fequency domain (Eq. 1.7).
H(f) = Y (f)/X(f) (1.7)
There are four commons methods to displaying the results of FRFs: Bode plots,
the real component of the FRF versus frequency along with a second plot containing
the imaginary FRF versus frequency, Nyquist plots, and the real component of the
reciprocal of the FRF versus frequency along with a second plot of the imaginary
component of the reciprocal of the FRF versus frequency [30]. In this thesis, the Bode
plot style will be used because it was the simplest to create and is the most common
method. The modulus of the system response versus frequency will be plotted in
one graph and the phase versus frequency will be plotted in a second graph. It will
be assumed that acceleration is measured during testing. The FRF associated with
acceleration is known as accelerance [30].
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2. MODELING THE TBRACKET
2.1 Material Property Determination
Due to the complex nature of the material system, it became apparent that using a
finite element model (FEM) with orientations provided by a molding simulation would
not properly capture the consistency of collimation within the platelets after curing.
Evidence from micrographs and CT scans supported the theory that fibers remain
collimated and keep their platelet shape after manufacturing. It was therefore deemed
reasonable to model individual platelets in the FEM instead of assigning individual
material orientations to each element in the model as would be provided by a molding
simulation.
A continuous fiber micromechanics model was used to represent individual platelets.
The fiber and matrix properties were taken from the data sheets provided by Hexcel [5]
and Cytec [6]. These properties were fed into a hybrid Voigt and Reuss microme-
chanics model tool to get representative homogenous properties for AS4/PEKK uni-
directional tape. The unidirectional tape properties were used to represent a platelet
prior to orientation within the TBracket. During analysis, areas of the TBracket
were specified as having planar random orientation. Properties from a quasi-isotropic
laminate with stacking sequence of [0\ ± 45\90]s were used to represent the planar
random locations. Figure 2.1 shows the scale for each of these models. The hybrid
Voigt and Reuss model considers a single fiber surrounded by matrix with a 60%
fiber volume fraction in this case. The unidirectional tape properties are a result of
the hybrid Voigt and Reuss model. These properties were fed into a laminate plate
theory (LPT) code to provide the quasi-isotropic properties [31].
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Figure 2.1. Representations of the material modeling scales
Table 2.1 shows the material properties used in every dynamic model for this
research. These material properties were input into the Abaqus FEM as orthotropic
material constants.
Table 2.1. Material properties used in dynamic models






Individual platelets within the model were given their own material coordinate
systems with vectors x1, x2, and x3. The x1 direction of the platelet coordinate
system aligns with the fibers, the x2 direction is transverse to the fibers while being
in plane of the platelet, and the x3 direction is normal to the platelet. Figure 2.2
provides a visual representation of this coordinate system.
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Figure 2.2. Coordinate system definition for platelets
2.2 Finite Element Models
A skeleton mesh was created for each of the dynamic models. This mesh provided
consistency in numbering and placement of nodes and elements for each of the models.
The mesh contained 288, 134 nodes and 194, 692 quadratic tetrahedral elements. The
model was sectioned into two primary components: the base and the leg of the
TBracket. Figure 2.3 provides an isometric view of the skeleton mesh. The yellow
portion of the mesh corresponds to the base of the TBracket which spans from 0mm ≤
Y ≤ 4mm. The light blue section corresponds to the leg of the TBracket which spans
from 4mm < Y ≤ 45mm. It should be noted that the TBracket has a different
coordinate system than the individual platelets. The part coordinate system has
directions X, Y , and Z. The X-Z plane lies along the base of the TBracket while the
Y axis is normal to the base and is positive along the length of the leg.
For this research, the microstructure was manipulated only in the base of the
TBracket. Similarly, the results were only investigated in the base. This was primarily
done for simplicity of analysis. The leg of the TBracket was treated as planar random
orientation with respect to the Y axis and given quasi-isotropic material properties.
The methods introduced in this thesis can be used for the entirety of the TBracket as
well as any arbitrary geometry. This will be discussed futher in Section 8.1, Proposed
Applications.
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Figure 2.3. Skeleton mesh of the TBracket
The microstructure for each manufactured part is different, and there exists no
baseline model of the TBracket with orientations included. It was therefore necessary
to create multiple TBracket models, each with different microstructures that could be
representative of a real part. Two separate methods of creating these representative
models were used. The first method assumes the platelets aligned perfectly during
the manufacturing process (no overlapping) and remained in plane within the base
of the TBracket (X-Z plane). This method is not realistic, however, it had a faster
processing time and provided comparable results. This method will be referred to
as the grid method. The second method for creating platelet distributions within
the base of the TBracket assumed pseudo-random three dimensional orientations of
platelets. This created more realistic models of the microstructure, but was more
time consuming in creation of the models. This method will be referred to as the 3D
platelet method.
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Matlab codes were written to implement both model creation methods. These
codes were created to be stand alone and each produces a different microstructure for
the geometry every time the script is run. This allows for Monte Carlo simulations
to be completed for analysis of the TBracket as an infinite number of different repre-
sentative models can be created. In this research, a total of 70 TBracket models with
different microstructures were created and analyzed.
2.2.1 Grid Method
A Matlab code was written to implement the grid method. The code groups the
base of the TBracket into a number of rectangular prisms; the dimensions of the
prisms correspond to the number of platelets requested in a specific direction (X, Y,
or Z). A random fiber angle, θ, within the X-Z plane is assigned to each representative
platelet. This angle is defined as a positive rotation around the Y axis of the TBracket
coordinate system and measures the angle between the X axis of the part coordinate
system and the x1 axis of the platelet coordinate system. Figure 2.4 provides an
isometric and top view of the platelet coordinate system after it has been rotated by
an angle θ.
(a) Isometric view (b) Top view
Figure 2.4. Isometric and top views of rotated platelet coordinate system
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The number of representative platelets in the TBracket base depends on the
platelets requested in each direction. A series of 8 different grid configurations were
created with total platelet counts ranging from 25 to 400 platelets in the base. A
grid configuration consists of a set number of platelets defined in the X, Y, and Z
directions. The number of platelets defined through the thickness of the base (Y axis)
was limited to 4 because of the mesh density for the finite element model. Only 4
rows of elements along the Y direction are present in the base of the TBracket skele-
ton mesh. It is possible to increase the number of elements through the thickness of
the base. However, this would require decreasing the global size of the elements in
Abaqus, which would increase element and node counts as well as drastically increase
analysis run time. The 4 elements through the thickness of the base also cause the
assumption that the unidirectional tape is 1mm thick, when in actuality it is 0.14mm
thick. This assumption was accepted in order to keep analysis time reasonable. The
number of platelets for the 8 grid configurations in the X and Z directions was either
5 or 10 platelets. Five platelets in the X and Z directions corresponds to a 1/2in by
1/2in platelet, which are the actual platelet dimensions. Ten platelets in the X and
Z directions correspond to a 1/4in by 1/4in platelet. For each of the 8 different grid
configurations, 5 separate models were created. Each of these models had different
random fiber orientations assigned to every platelet. Therefore, although the grid
configuration was the same, the microstructure of each model was different. The
runtime for the grid method Matlab code was about 10 minutes per model. Table
2.2 shows the grid configurations for the 40 different models created using the grid
method.
Figure 2.5 provides a visual of a grid configuration 1 model. Each rectangular
prism with a different color corresponds to a different fiber orientation within the
X-Z plane. As can be seen by 2.5(b), there is only one platelet through the thickness.
This means that a single platelet was assumed to be 4mm thick, or a series of platelets
with the same orientation were stacked on top of each other for the manufacturing
process. This model contains 25 total platelets.
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Table 2.2. Grid configuration breakdown
Grid Configs Model Numbers X platelets Y platelets Z platelets
1 1-5 5 1 5
2 6-10 5 2 5
3 11-15 5 3 5
4 16-20 5 4 5
5 21-25 10 1 10
6 26-30 10 2 10
7 31-35 10 3 10
8 36-40 10 4 10
Figure 2.6 provides an example of what the fiber distribution within the part could
look like for a grid configuration 1 model. A random number generator in Matlab
was used to produce the fiber angles. These angles were defined as integers with
0° ≤ θ < 360°. There was no limit set on potential repeated angles.
Figure 2.7 provides a visual of a model using grid configuration 8. This model
contains 400 platelet representations, each with a random fiber orientation. The same
range of angles was used, and repeated angles were allowed.
2.2.2 3D Platelet Method
A Matlab code was also written to implement the 3D platelet method. This
code creates pseudo-random coordinate systems in the base of the TBracket. The
dimensions of the platelet are input into the code, and a rectangular prism trapping
region is formed using the pseudo-random coordinate system and the dimensions. The
nodes contained within the trapping region are grouped together, and all elements




Figure 2.5. Top and side view of grid configuration 1: model 1
The pseudo-random coordinate systems are determined by first creating 2 pseudo-
random vectors, ~v1 and ~v2, in the TBracket coordinate system. These vectors are
determined from two angles, φ and ψ. The angle φ corresponds to a rotation around
the positive Z axis. It defines the angle between the projection of the vector in the
X-Y plane and the X axis. The angle ψ corresponds to the angle between the Z axis
and the vector. Equation 2.1 reveals the relationship between each of the components
in the vectors to the angles φ and ψ.
~v1 =< cos(φ)sin(ψ), sin(φ)sin(ψ), cos(ψ) > (2.1)
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Figure 2.6. Example fiber distribution within grid configuration 1
Figure 2.8 shows the relationship between the part coordinate system, the angles
φ and ψ, and the unit vector. It should be noted that this figure shows Z as vertical.
However the relationships remain the same even though the TBracket has the Y
direction as vertical.
The angle φ is a pseudo-random number that follows a normal distribution with
the average around 0° and a standard deviation, σ, of 6°. This standard deviation
was used because it became clear from micrographs and molding simulations that
the platelets generally rotated out of plane by no more than 10°. This angle controls
the out of plane rotation for the platelet as a whole; an example of this can be seen
in Figure 2.9. The angle ψ, on the other hand, is defined as a completely random
integer where 0° ≤ ψ ≤ 360°. This angles controls the projection of the fibers in the
X-Z plane.
Once ~v1 and ~v2 are created, the cross product is taken between the two vectors




Figure 2.7. Top and side view of grid configuration 8: model 36
and final cross product is taken between the ~v1 and ~v3 vectors to produce a fourth
vector ~v4. These vectors are each normalized to create unit vectors, and the unit
vectors ~̂v1, ~̂v3, and ~̂v4 create an orthogonal coordinate system to represent a single
platelet. A representation of this can be seen with respect to the part coordinate
system in Figure 2.10. In this figure, the red vectors are the vectors that form the
orthogonal coordinate system. The origin of this coordinate system is a random node
located in the base of the TBracket. In this case, the unit vector ~̂v1 corresponds to
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Figure 2.8. Unit vector in spherical coordinates
Figure 2.9. Out of plane platelet rotation
x1 of the platelet coordinate system defined previously in Figure 2.2. Similarly, ~̂v3 is
equivalent to x2, and ~̂v4 is x3.
Using the dimensions of the platelet, a rectangular prism is created in the platelet
coordinate system. The defining boundaries for the rectangular prism are projected
into the part coordinate system and form a trapping region in X, Y, and Z coordi-
nates. Any nodes that are contained within this trapping region are grouped together.
All of the elements connected to these nodes are in turn grouped into an individual
platelet and revmoved from the list of ungrouped elements. Once a platelet is created,
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Figure 2.10. Coordinate system created from pseudo-random vectors, ~v1 and ~v2
the process repeats, starting with the creation of two new random unit vectors. If no
nodes are contained within the trapping region, a new coordinate system and subse-
quent trapping region are created. This entire process is repeated until fewer than
1,000 ungrouped elements remain. These ungrouped elements are known as orphan
elements. There are a total of 111,972 elements in the base of the TBracket, and 1,000
orphan elements correspond to 0.89%. At the end of platelet assignments, all orphan
elements were grouped together and given a random in-plane fiber orientation.
Thirty models were created using the 3D platelet method. Each model took
about 45 minutes to run in Matlab; this is 4.5 times longer than the grid method. On
average, each of the models contained 436 platelets. The minimum amount of platelets
in a model was 372, while the maximum was 491. It’s important to note that not
every representative platelet created in these models was a perfect rectangular prism.
Some of the platelets created may have only contained 5 elements along a boundary.
Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12 provide 2 examples of the models created using the 3D
platelet method. As is evident, the platelet placement is completely different between
the models. Although not shown in these graphics, the fiber directions within each
platelet are also random. The results from the grid method proved comparable to
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those produced from the 3D platelet method, which will be discussed in Section 7.1.
Therefore, the grid method results were used to represent the TBracket response due
to the simplicity of the model.
(a) Top view
(b) Bottom view




Figure 2.12. Top and bottom view of 3D platelet method: model 26
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3. COMPARISON PARAMETERS
It was deteremined that the natural frequency and mode shape were the dynamic
properties of interest for this research as they are both sensitive to changes in mi-
crostructure. Comparing a single natural frequency between two models is simple,
but comparing multiple natural frequencies for multiple files becomes more difficult
without a graphical method. Plotting the frequency response functions along with
the phase of a model provides all of the natural frequency information for that model
using a single curve. Information from multiple models can be represented on a single
graph by plotting each FRF as a separate curve. The FRF was therefore chosen as
one of the comparison parameters for this research.
Comparing mode shapes is more difficult as changes in mode shape due to vari-
ations in microstructure can be subtle and may not be noticeable by looking at a
visualization of the mode shapes. The modal assurance criterion (MAC) is a com-
parison tool for modal vectors coming from separate sources. This criterion provides
a measure of consistency between sets of modal vectors. While this is a good global
comparison tool, it does not provide local information about changes in mode shape.
The coordinate modal assurance criterion (COMAC) compares modal vector results
from two models for individual degrees of freedom. It provides local information on
differences betwen mode shapes [32]. Both of these parameters were used in this
research to provide information on mode shape dependence on microstructure.
3.1 MAC
The MAC, as previously stated, is a measure of consistency between two modal
vectors. While it has multiple uses, this research is utilizing it to compare similiarity of
global mode shapes from models with different microstructures. Equation 3.1 provides
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the definition for the MAC [32]. In general, Ψcr is the complete modal vector for mode
r from a specific model or source c. In this equation, Ψcqr is the modal coefficient
from reference model c for degree of freedom q at mode r and N0 is the number of
modes from that model. The symbol ∗ represents the complex conjugate of the modal
vector. If the modal vector has no complex components then the complex conjugate















For real modal vectors, taking the square root of this equation shows that the MAC





The MAC is defined as a scalar ranging from 0 to 1, and a single MAC value
is provided when comparing two modal vectors from different data sets. A MAC
result close to 0 indicates inconsistency between the mode shapes. Allemang lists 5
potential causes for a low MAC result. However, assuming a stationary, linear system
with analytic data containing no noise reveals the cause for a MAC value at or close
to 0 is from comparing unrelated mode shapes [33]. A MAC result of or close to
unity indicates consistency between the modal vectors. Allemang again lists multiple
potential reasons for the unity value. However, assuming the modal vectors have been
completely measured with the correct excitations and no coherent noise, the MAC
value close to unity is due to the modal vectors being the same shape. It is important
to note that the MAC ignores scaling of the vectors because of the normalization
performed.
MAC results are usually plotted as a discrete surface plot. The X axis represents
the modal vectors for the first set of data in ascending order of natural frequency;
the Y axis represents the modal vectors for the second set of data in ascending order
of natural frequency. Both the X and Y axes list the mode numbers instead of the
natural frequency. Therefore, mode number 1 on the X axis represents the mode shape
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produced from the lowest natural frequency for the first data set. In general, when
data sets from two different sources (ie two FEMs with different microstructures)
are compared with the MAC parameter it is called a crossMAC. Similarly, when
data sets from the same source are compared, it is referred to as an autoMAC. The
autoMAC is generally used to evaluate the number and choice of degrees of freedom
for measurement needed to avoid spatial aliasing [30].
An example of a typical crossMAC plot can be seen in Figure 3.1. Each block
comparing the nth mode from the first data set to the mth mode of the second data
set provides the MAC value through a color legend. Dark red indicates a MAC value
of 1 while dark blue indicates a MAC value of 0. This example compares the first 10
modes from two different analysis models. The diagonal of dark red squares indicates
the nth mode from the first data set is consistent with the nth mode of the second
data set. The off diagonal terms are primarily inconsistent modal vectors. An ideal
crossMAC plot would have unity values along the diagonal and zero values along the
off diagonal terms. It is important to note that the MAC is not an orthogonality
check and unity MAC values do not validate the mode shapes.
In this research, the MAC was used to determine if the changes in microstructure
between the models had a global impact on mode shapes. The MAC results were
averaged over several model comparisons to identify which mode shapes were consis-
tently unaffected by microstructure variation and which modes were most sensitive
to changes in microstructure.
3.2 COMAC
The popularity of the MAC led to the development of several other assurance
criterion used to compare modal data. One such criterion is the coordinate modal
assurance criterion (COMAC). Unlike the MAC, the COMAC attempts to provide
local information about the differences in mode shape between two sets of data. The
COMAC locates the degrees of freedom that lower the MAC values over a set of modal
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Figure 3.1. Example crossMAC surface plot
pairs. Modal vectors from both data sets that represent the same mode shape are
paired together. A number of these modal pairs are used to calculate the COMAC.
While the MAC provides a single value that compares two mode shapes, the COMAC
provides a value for each degree of freedom contained in the modal vectors for a range
of modal pairs. The definition for the COMAC is seen in Equation 3.3 [32, 34]. In
this case, Ψqr is the modal coefficient representing mode r at degree of freedom q
from the first data set; Φqr is the modal coefficient representing mode r at degree of
freedom q from the second data set. As can be seen by the equation, a COMAC value
is provided for each degree of freedom q. The variable L is the number of mode pairs













The COMAC is a scalar value ranging from 0 to 1. A COMAC value close to
unity indicates that the particular degree of freedom moves consistently between the
two data sets over the range of modal pairs observed. A COMAC value close to zero
indicates that the degree of freedom moves differently between the two data sets over
the range of modal pairs observed.
In this research, each modal vector is split into three separate vectors; each subset
vector contains all the components of the modal vector corresponding to a specific
translational degree of freedom, U1, U2, or U3. For the TBracket, the translational
degree of freedom U1 corresponds to movement along the X axis of the part coordinate
system. Similarly, U2 relates to motion along the Y axis, and U3 relates to motion
along the Z axis. The COMAC results are calculated for a range of modal pairs for
each translational DOF. Separating the COMAC results into translational degrees of
freedom allows the results to be plotted as three contour plots. The COMAC plot
should represent a planar surface as theX and Y axes are the geometric location of the
measurement points within a given plane. The actual COMAC value is represented
by a color scale. Values at each measured degree of freedom were plotted and linear
interpolation was used to fill in the space between these measured points. An example
COMAC contour plot can be seen in Figure 3.2. In this example, the first 10 modal
pairs were used to calculate the COMAC, and the results for the translational degree
of freedom U3 are plotted. The blue locations on the surface indicate measurement
points on the part that did not move consistently between the models in the U3
direction for that range of modal pairs.
The range of modal pairs used for COMAC calculations was found to alter the re-
sults considerably. This is primarily because lower frequency modes for the TBracket
consisted of more leg than base movement. As previously stated, this research only
investigated results in the base of the TBracket, therefore, measurements were not
made on the leg of the TBracket. As such, modal vectors containing measurement
locations only in the base had small modal coefficients (<< 1) for some of these
lower frequency modes. When imported into Matlab, some of these numbers were
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Figure 3.2. Example COMAC contour plot
truncated and their number of significant digits was reduced due to their small mag-
nitude. Equation 3.3 was thus subject to rounding error when using these small
numbers, causing erroneously low COMAC values. Once identified, modal pairs were
selected to avoid this problem.
The COMAC was primarily used for identification of sensitive degrees of freedom
in this research. Averaging COMAC results from a number of data file comparisons
reveal which locations in the base of the TBracket are consistently lowering MAC
values. This could potentially identify the locations on the geometry to be measured
for experimental testing.
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3.3 Frequency Response Functions
As previously defined, the frequency response function of a structure is the ratio of
the Fourier transforms of the response (either displacement, velocity, or acceleration)
to the system input to the structure. The Bode plot method was selected as the
graphical representation for this research as it can show all the natural frequencies
experienced by a single degree of freedom in one plot. A plot of the FRF for a degree
of freedom shows the magnitude of the response for that DOF with respect to the
frequency domain. The dynamic properties of natural frequency, mode shape, and
damping, can all be determined from these FRF plots. For this research, the natural
frequency and mode shapes were the primary properties of interest, and the mode
shapes were calculated using Abaqus. Therefore, the FRF plots were mainly used to
look at the shift in natural frequency due to changes in microstructure. Changes in
peak locations, magnitude, or the slope of the FRF correspond to changes in dynamic
properties which can indicate the presence of damage [35]. However, in this case, it
indicates changes in the microstructure of the models.
In the Bode plot form, the location of maximum magnitude corresponds to a
natural frequency of the structure experienced by that DOF. It is important to note,
that not all of the structural modes will be identifiable on the plot because not all
degrees of freedom have motion in every mode shape. A measured degree of freedom
could be along a nodal point for a specific mode and therefore provide no response
at that natural frequency [36]. A change in phase also indicates a natural frequency
of the system; consequently, peaks in the magnitude plot should be accompanied by
a jump in the phase plot. An example plot of a FRF can be seen in Figure 3.3. This
plot uses a log scale on the Y axis and a linear scale on the X axis; the range of the
X axis is from 1 − 10, 000Hz. Six distinct peaks can be seen in the plot as well as
matching changes in phase.
Work has been done by other researchers to use pattern recognition to detect
small changes in FRFs caused by seemingly insignificant amounts of damage (cracks
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Figure 3.3. Example FRF plot
at 4mm); however, this relies on the presence of a baseline frequency response for com-
parison [37]. This research focused on the shift in natural frequency due to changes




The creation of the representative part models was discussed in the materials modeling
chapter. Three different analyses were run on each of these models to calculate the
system’s natural frequency, mode shape, and frequency response to an input, as well
as stress, strain, and displacmenet results to static loads.
4.1 Modal Dynamics
The modal dynamics analysis step in Abaqus was used to calculate all of the natu-
ral frequencies and corresponding mode shapes for the structure at a given frequency
range. Experimental testing of the part was completed for a frequency range between
1-15,000 Hz. At the request of the experimentalists, the analysis was run for a wider
frequency range from 1-30,000 Hz. The analysis started at 1 Hz to avoid rigid body
modes for certain boundary conditions.
The outputs requested from the modal dynamics simulations were nodal displace-
ments in the translational degrees of freedom. A total of 400 measurement points
were selected on the base of the TBracket. The results from these points were used
to calculate the MAC and COMAC. A 20 x 20 grid of measurement points was set up
on the base of the TBracket. These points were equally spaced and all at a value of
Y = 0 corresponding to the bottom of the TBracket. These measurement points were
selected based off of the desire to review results solely in the base of the TBracket
and simplify the analysis by having all the points be planar. The coordinates of the
measurement points in the part coordinate system were input into a Matlab script
which then used a least squares fit to find the nodes closest to these points in space.
It is important to note that this Matlab script and subsequent steps in this research
will work for any set of measurement points. However, caution should be taken when
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plotting the COMAC results as the plotting method relies on the points being planar.
Figure 4.1 shows the location of the measurement points with respect to the TBracket
geometry.
Figure 4.1. Measurement points on the TBracket
For each mode shape calculated in the analysis, a table of nodal displacements
was provided with values present for each of the nodes corresponding to measurement
points. A Matlab script was written to parse these results to be used for calculations
of the COMAC and MAC later.
The modal dymamics analysis was completed on the TBracket for two sets of
boundary conditions: free-free and an arbitrary combination of fixed and simply sup-
ported conditions. The free-free boundary conditions were the most straightforward
to analyze and would be experimentally performed by hanging the part from cords
with low stiffness, e.g. bungee cords. The free-free conditions were used to test the
MAC and COMAC calculations. An arbitrary set of boundary conditions was created
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for the second modal dynamic analysis to simulate an actual test of the part. Two
theoretical square bolts were placed in the base of the TBracket and given fixed con-
ditions, constraining all 6 degrees of freedom. A side face of the base of the TBracket
was given a simple support to prevent movement in the Z direction of the part. Figure
4.2 provides a visual of these boundary conditions. It is important to note that these
boundary conditions were selected arbitrarily to simulate potential boundary condi-
tions experienced by this part. The subsequent analysis and steps in this research
can be performed for any set of such boundary conditions.
Figure 4.2. Arbitrary boundary conditions selected
Boundary conditions have a significant impact on the natural frequency and mode
shapes of a structure. Although fixed conditions are simple to analyze in a finite ele-
ment model, they are difficult to experimentally create. It is impossible to completely
fix a part as any support cannot be a truly rigid structure. However, if the support
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has a much lower response in the given frequency range than the part to be tested,
fixed conditions can be assumed [30]. It can be beneficial to test the part under the
actual boundary conditions experienced. These test results can provide information
on the quality of the part and provide baseline results as it pertains to the actual
boundary conditions of the part during its lifecycle.
4.2 Tap Test
In order to calculate the FRFs for individual degrees of freedom, the frequency
response of the part to an input was needed. Tap tests are being used to experimen-
tally test the TBracket, therefore, it was necessary to recreate such a test to provide
comparable analytical data. For this research, the TBracket was modeled as a lin-
ear, time-invariant structure. In order to calculate frequency response in Abaqus, a
mode-based steady-state dynamics analysis was run. A modal dynamic analysis is
required before this step as the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are used to calculate the
response of the system to the input [28].
A ring of 9 nodes in the upper left quadrant of the TBracket base was treated as
the impact area and can be seen in Figure 4.3. The impact was made in the negative
Y direction indicating a downward hit on the TBracket. An impulsive impact from
the hammer produces a nearly uniform autospectrum [38]; this provides a consistent
amount of energy into all frequency bands and made FRF calculation easier. The
impact from the hammer was modeled as a concentrated point load in Abaqus. The
frequency content of the impact was defined using a frequency-amplitude table. The
amplitude was set to 1 M-Newton for a frequency range of 1-30,000 Hz and zero
everywhere else. Figure 4.4 shows the frequency content produced from this setup.
This is not representative of a practical load, however the autospectrum with an
amplitude of 1 allowed the frequency response functions to be calculated solely from
the acceleration information.
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Figure 4.3. Simulated impact from hammer
It was necessary to incorporate damping into this model in order to produce
the frequency response. However, the damping of this part is not known. Typical
values of damping for finite element models range from 1-10% [28]. A direct damping
model was used and applied an arbitrary value of 1% damping to the first 40 modes
calculated. The damping applied does not impact the location of the peaks in the
plotted FRFs, merely the magnitude and slope of the response. It was therefore
deemed acceptable to use this arbitrary value of damping.
The outputs of this part of this analysis was complex three dimensional accelera-
tion data for a total of 7 nodal points. These nodal points were selected because of
the variety of COMAC results produced from the modal dynamic simulations. Two
of the nodes selected were deemed the most sensitive to microstructure variations for
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Figure 4.4. Autospectrum of hammer impact
the grid method (ie lowest average COMAC values), two were the most sensitive to
microstructure variations in the 3D platelet method, two were in the least sensitive
locations for all of the models (ie highest average COMAC values), and one of the
nodes was a node impacted by the simulated hammer. The acceleration data was
provided in terms of real and complex components for the three translational degrees
of freedom for a range of frequency values from 1-30,000 Hz. The frequency intervals
were not consistent between models and the number of frequency measurements made
was also not consistent between models. A Matlab script was written to parse the
table of data and calculate the magnitude of the response over the input as well as
the phase of the results with respect to frequency. The script plots this data and
creates the FRF plots, as was seen in Figure 3.3.
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4.3 Static Tests
Actual loading conditions, like the boundary conditions, are not known for this
part. Therefore, an arbitrary loading condition was applied to each representative
model in order to see if an observable correlation existed between the frequency
response of a part and its performance under static conditions. The loading applied
in these models primarily affected the base of the TBracket as that was the portion
of the geometry under investigation for this research. The same boundary conditions
shown in Figure 4.2 were used for the static test cases. A pressure load with a
magnitude of 1,000 MPa was applied to the lower side face of the TBracket, and a
moment of 1,000 MPa-mm was applied to bend the base of the TBracket about the Z
axis. The choice of quadratic tetrahedral elements prevented a simple moment being
applied to a node on an element. Surfaces representing the positive and negative X
faces on the base of the TBracket had to be created in the model. A dummy node was
created and then coupled to each of these surfaces. The moment was then applied to
the dummy nodes about the Z axis. The applied loads can be seen in Figure 4.5.
The magnitude of the loads did not matter as the primary goal of the static tests
was to find trends in performance of the representative parts and to develop the
methodology. A linear structure was assumed, meaning further increases/decreases
in the loads applied would create linear increases/decreases in the resulting stresses
and strains. The components of stress and strain were calculated for each model. The
locations of stress concentrations were also documented. The idea was to group parts
based off of their performance in the simulated static test and determine if similar
groupings could be seen in the FRFs. The criteria used for grouping the parts was
also arbitrary because not enough information about the performance of the part was
provided. If trends were identified between the static results and the frequency data
of the part, this method could be applied to parts with different geometry, boundary
conditions, and loading conditions.
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In the end, the FRF data did not follow the same trends identified in the static
test results. However, only one comparison criteria was used. The results will be
discussed in Section 7.3.
Figure 4.5. Arbitrary loads applied to TBracket
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5. INVESTIGATION OF A SIMPLIFIED MODEL
5.1 Random Fiber Orientations along Z Axis
In order to understand the relationship between changes in modal parameters
and microstructure variation, an investigation was performed on a simplified model.
The leg of the TBracket was removed from the skeleton mesh. The side of the base
corresponding to Z = 0 was fixed to create a cantilevered plate, and the material
properties were assumed to be constant along the X and Y axes of the part. The
mesh was divided into 5 different rectangular sections using the grid method; one
platelet in the X direction and 5 platelets in the Z direction. Each of the rectangular
sections was given a random in-plane fiber orientation. Figure 5.1 shows the simplified
model, the separation of the platelets, and the boundary conditions.
Five separate models were created with this simplified geometry and the only
thing altered was the in-plane orientation angle, θ. Table 5.1 shows the angles for
each layer of the five models. It should be noted that Layer 1 corresponds to the green
rectangular region in Figure 5.1 located at the lowest Z values. The layer number
inreases as Z increases.
The natural frequencies, mode shapes, and frequency response functions were cal-
culated out to 15,000 Hz for each of thes models. Every non-repeating file comparison
combination between the 5 files was used to calculate MAC values; this resulted in
10 unique sets of crossMAC results. The MAC values were averaged and can be seen
in Figure 5.2. Modes 1, 2, and 4 had consistent shapes among the 5 different files.
After Mode 5, the mode shapes between the 5 files were inconsistent.
The frequency response function was plotted for the out-of-plane degree of freedom
for an arbitrary node in the upper left quadrant of the TBracket. The FRF plot
revealed two definitive groupings in frequency for the first mode, seen in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.1. Microstructure separation and fixed boundary conditions
for simplified model with 5 fiber orientations along Z axis
Table 5.1. Layer angles for 5 simplified models from −90° ≤ θ ≤ 90
with 5 fiber orientations along Z axis
Run Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5
Layer 1 86° 22° -55° 98° 60°
Layer 2 46° -69° -31° 31° 96°
Layer 3 -24° 41° 8° -39° -81°
Layer 4 66° 10° -89° 56° -21°
Layer 5 -24° 90° -56° -59° -30°
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Figure 5.2. Averaged MAC results over 5 models of simplified geom-
etry with 5 fiber orientations along Z axis
Files 2 and 3 had noticeably lower natural frequencies for the first mode than the
other files, even though the high MAC value indicated the mode shapes were the
same. The frequency span for the first mode was 447 Hz, which is large enough to be
measurable in an experimental setup.
As previously stated, natural frequency is dependent on the stiffness and mass
matrices of the system. In this case only the stiffness matrix was varied. The Young’s
modulus was calculated for each layer in the 5 analysis runs. The stiffness in both the
X and Z directions was important because of the orthotropic material properties of
unidirectional prepreg. The apparent Young’s modulus for each layer was calculated
using the relationship between elastic constants and fiber angle for a lamina [1], seen






























Figure 5.3. FRF plot from 1-4,000 Hz for 5 models of simplified
geometry with 5 fiber orientations along Z axis
Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 show the calculated Young’s moduli in the X and Z
directions respectively. A simple average was taken for each analysis model to see
if any distinct trends appeared. Runs 2 and 3, which had the lowest natural fre-
quencies for mode 1, had the highest average stiffness in the X direction and the
lowest average stiffness in the Z direction. For a single degree of freedom system, an
increase in stiffness corresponds to an increase in natural frequency. These results
indicate, in the case of mode 1, the stiffness in the Z direction dominated the natural
frequency. Therefore, an increase in stiffness in the Z direction would increase the
overall frequency of the first mode. Runs 2 and 3 had the lowest average stiffness
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along the Z direction, supporting this hypothesis. As Ex and Ez are related, an in-
crease in stiffness in the Z direction would also relate to a decrease in stiffness in the
X direction.
Table 5.2. Stiffness in the X direction for simplified geometry with 5
fiber orientations along Z axis
Young’s Modulus, Ex[GPa]
Run Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5
Layer 1 9.27 80.84 40.93 9.49 14.34
Layer 2 24.05 84.89 14.78 50.54 9.36
Layer 3 12.21 30.28 136.53 19.55 133.43
Layer 4 12.21 130.06 148.80 16.29 11.42
Layer 5 12.21 9.20 43.13 50.54 14.34
Average 13.99 67.05 76.83 29.28 36.58
Table 5.3. Stiffness in the Z direction for simplified geometry with 5
fiber orientations along Z axis
Young’s Modulus, Ez[GPa]
Run Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5
Layer 1 145.77 11.66 16.86 136.53 53.31
Layer 2 26.31 11.42 50.54 14.78 141.83
Layer 3 73.10 21.18 9.49 33.39 9.57
Layer 4 73.10 9.66 9.20 43.13 84.89
Layer 5 73.10 149.00 16.29 14.78 53.31
Average 78.27 40.58 20.48 48.52 68.58
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Knowledge of the mode shape can provide confirmation that stiffness in the Z
direction is the dominating factor for the first natural frequency. According to Leissa,
the first mode shape for an isotropic cantilevered plate is the first bending mode
where the plate bends about the axis parallel to the fixed edge [39]. There are no
nodal lines present in this mode. Plotting the deformation of this mode shape in
Abaqus revealed the first mode for the cantilevered base of the TBracket is consistent
with Leissa’s predictions even with the anisotropic materials incorporated into these
models. Figure 5.4 shows a scaled plot of the deformation from the first mode shape
for one of the analysis models. The plate is bending about the X axis, indicating that
the stiffness in the Z direction would be the stiffness used to calculate the flexural
rigidity, beam curvature, and bending stress [40]. It logically follows that the stiffness
in the Z direction would dominate the natural frequency for the first mode.
Figure 5.4. Scaled displacement plot of mode 1 for simplified geometry
with 5 fiber orientations along Z axis
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The results from this exploration also reveal that the natural frequency is a more
sensitive parameter than the mode shape. The first mode shape was consistent be-
tween all models, as revealed by the MAC, but the natural frequency had a span of
over 400 Hz. This is a point that was reinforced several times by data over the course
of this research.
Another set of random orientation runs was created with an increase in number
of orientations along the Z axis. Ten different orientations were distributed along the
Z axis using the grid method. Constant material properties through the thickness of
the part and along the X direction were assumed again. Five models were created
with these specifications, and the same results were calculated out to 15,000 Hz. The
MAC was calculated for every possible file comparison combination and averaged.
The results revealed consistent mode shapes for the first 4 modes. The FRF plot for
the same DOF as the previous analysis runs again revealed a distinct separation in
natural frequency between different files; the frequency separation for the first mode
was 241 Hz. The outlier group had the largest average Ez and the smallest average
Ex, confirming the trends seen previously. The results from these simulations are
provided in the Appendix.
The results from these analyses indicate that natural frequencies for particular
mode shapes are dependent on a dominant axis. This is likely only the case with
simple global mode shapes. However, this knowledge can be used to investigate and
compare the stiffness of parts in a particular direction. If the first mode is primarily
dominated by stiffness in the Z direction, the change in frequency of the first mode
between parts can correspond to which part is stiffer along that particular axis. As
shown in the next section, the averaging of the stiffness performed is not a good
measure of natural frequency, and the stiffness around the boundary conditions also
play a part in the change in frequency.
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5.2 Specialized Cases
5.2.1 Same Average Stiffness
While the average Young’s modulus is a good indicator of natural frequency order
for the first mode of the simplified analysis runs, it is not a fair representation of the
macroscropic stiffness of the system. Two models were created with varying stiffness
along the Z axis. One of the models started with a higher Ez at the fixed edge and
decreased along the positive Z axis; the second model started with a lower Ez at the
fixed edge and increased in stiffness along the positive Z axis. The average Ez and Ex
were the same for both models. Figure 5.5 shows the distribution of stiffness along
the Z axis for the two models.
Figure 5.5. Stiffness distribution along Z axis for two models with
same average stiffness
The crossMAC results seen in Figure 5.6 show consistent mode shapes between
the two models for the first 5 modes. However mode 4 of model 1 corresponds to mode
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5 of model 2 and vice versa. The swapping of mode shapes in the MAC reveals that
the order of modes changed between the two models which is indicative of frequency
shifts between modes. The FRF of the same DOF previously used was plotted. Figure
5.7 reveals large differences between the natural frequencies of the two models. The
first mode has a span of 511 Hz, the second has a span of 546 Hz, and yet they have
consistent mode shapes. This reinforces the idea that the natural frequency is a more
sensitive parameter than the mode shape.
Figure 5.6. CrossMAC results for two models with same average stiffness
Clearly, the average stiffness in either direction is not a good indicator of natural
frequency. While it is common knowledge that the boundary condition affects the
natural frequency and mode shape of any system, these results indicate that stiffness
around the boundary conditions also have an impact. Higher natural frequencies were
obtained for the model with higher Ez near the fixed boundary condition. Looking
back on the analysis runs from the previous section, the average stiffness near the
boundary conditions was higher for the distinct groups with higher natural frequency
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Figure 5.7. FRF from 1-4000 Hz of two models with same average stiffness
for the first mode. A weighted average might be a better measure for this case than
the overall average.
Another point of note, the heterogeneity of the system must be taken into account
more for anisotropic materials than their isotropic counterparts. For a homogeneous
symmetric plate, the choice of clamped edge would not affect the natural frequencies.
However, depending on the microstructure, the choice of clamped edge can have a
dramatic impact on the natural frequencies of the system. Usually, only the geo-
metric symmetry is taken into account when determining potential mode shapes for
measurement. However, the material symmetry must now also be taken into account
as well as the location of fixturing.
5.2.2 Effect of Fiber Angle Symmetry
Another specialized case was created to see the impact of fiber angle symmetry
along the Z axis of the base. Two simplified models of the base of the TBracket were
created each containing a single orientation throughout the part. The first model
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assumed a constant in-plane fiber angle of +25°; the second model assume an in-plane
fiber angle of −25°. The stiffness in the X and Z axes were the same for each part
at Ex = 69GPa and Ez = 13GPa respectively. The natural frequencies and mode
shapes were calculated from 1-15,000 Hz for both models. The natural frequencies
were the same between the models, and this was expected because the stiffness of the
system was the same. The crossMAC, seen in Figure 5.8, showed consistent mode
shapes for the first 4 modes and lower MAC values for the following modes. The
MAC value for mode 7 was close to 0 indicating inconsistent mode shapes.
Figure 5.8. CrossMAC of two models with symmetric fiber angles about the Z axis
Scaled deformation plots of mode 7 were created for both models to investigate
the cause for the low MAC value. As can be seen by Figure 5.9, the mode shapes are
mirror images of each other. A visual inspection by an engineer would confirm these
mode shapes are the same, yet the MAC results claim otherwise. This is an effect of
the heterogeneity of the structure and why material symmetry should be considered
when performing dynamic investigations on composites. If model 1 was clamped on
the bottom edge instead of the top edge, the MAC values would indicate matching
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mode shapes. This emphasizes the importance of material symmetry in the mode
shapes, as well as in the location of fixturing. The MAC is simply a mathematical
operator and annot detect mode shapes that are mirror images of each other. This
reaffirms that an engineer should look at all available data including the animations
of the mode shapes. The MAC is a useful, but not infallible tool when analyzing
composites.
Figure 5.9. Displacement plots of mode 7 for two models with sym-
metric fiber angles about the Z axis
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6. EFFECT OF ISOLATED CHANGES IN LOCAL
ORIENTATION
6.1 Model Setup
The simplified geometry analyses revealed that microstructure changes around
boundary conditions that prevent displacement greatly affect the natural frequencies
of the system. It also showed that material symmetry must be taken into account
when determining where to fixture the test part, and natural frequency is more sen-
sitive to microstructure changes than mode shape. The complexity of the problem
was increased to see if these trends continued.
The complete TBracket with the arbitrary boundary conditions described in the
Simulations chapter was used for these analysis runs. A single model using the grid
method with 5 platelets in the X and Z directions and 1 platelet in the Y direction
was selected as a representative baseline model. This is a coarse model in terms of
representing platelets through the thickness, however, it reduced the already large
number of analysis runs needed. The fiber orientation in one platelet of the baseline
model was rotated from 0° to 90° by increments of 5°. This created 19 different
models with varying fiber orientations in one platelet. This process was repeated 25
times for each platelet, creating a total of 475 models. This simulated an isolated
change in local microstructure of the TBracket. The results from the original fiber
orientations of the model were compared to the results from the 475 models with
altered microstructure. The aggregate solutions can provide information on which
platelets and fiber orientations affect the dynamic properties the most, as well as
which modes are the most sensitive to local changes in microstructure. It is important
to note that the baseline fiber orientations have an effect on the results of these
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analyses, therefore, a different baseline model could potentially produce different
sensitivity results.
For simplicity, the platelets were numbered 1 − 25 so they could be easily refer-
enced; they will be referenced as grids 1−25 from now on. The breakdown of platelet
number corresponding to location on the TBracket can be seen in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1. Platelet numbering for baseline model
6.2 Changes in Modal Parameters
The natural frequencies, mode shapes, and FRFs were calculated out to 15,000
Hz for these analysis runs. Figure 6.2 shows FRF plots from 1-15,000 Hz for fiber
angle distributions of grids 2 and 12 respectively. These two plots were chosen as
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representative FRFs for the system. A wider selection of these FRFs is available in
the Appendix. These plots show little to no variation in natural frequency of the first
4 to 5 modes. However, past a certain point, both FRFs show peaks that move as the
fiber angle of a particular platelet is varied. While both FRFs have modes that shift
in natural frequency, it is not necessarily the same mode that presents the shift. This
indicates different orientations in individual platelets do not always affect the same
modes; certain modes may be more sensitive to fiber orientation changes in specific
locations.
The average crossMAC was calculated by comparing every possible file combi-
nation for a single platelet rotation. With 19 files corresponding to fiber orientation
changes in a single platelet, there were 190 non-repeating file combinations to be used
to calculate the MAC. Figure 6.3 shows the averaged crossMAC results for grids 2
and 12 respectively. These average crossMAC results reveal that the mode shapes
are consistent even when the fiber orientation of a single platelet is rotated by 90°.
The largest reduction in MAC value for these two sets of data was seen in mode 11
of the grid 12 results; this MAC value was about 0.8 which still indicates consistency
between the mode shapes. The rest of the grids produced similar results.
The COMAC results were also averaged across the 19 files for each set of grid
runs. The first 13 modal pairs were used in the COMAC calculations. Figure 6.4
shows the averaged COMAC results for grids 2 and 12 respectively. As is evident by
the contour plots, the lowest COMAC values appear near the fixed locations. These
lower values are most likely due to the truncation of the small valued displacements
in Matlab. However, even with the numerical truncation, the COMAC values at the
site of microstructure variation are on the order of 0.94 for grid 2 and 0.99 for grid 12.
These COMAC values would be difficult to confirm as changes in local orientation
versus variation in experimental results. The COMAC identifies which degrees of
freedom lower the MAC value, however with MAC values close to unity, there is not
much for the COMAC to identify. In this case, the COMAC is simply not sensitive
enough to identify isolated local changes in microstructure.
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The sensitivity of the modes to a particular platelet was determined by plotting
the change in natural frequency of the modes versus the change in fiber angle for a
particular grid. Figure 6.5 shows the change in frequency for the first 13 modes due
to fiber orientation changes in grid 2 and grid 12 respectively. Figure 6.5(a) shows
six modes (modes 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, and 13) have frequency shifts over 50 Hz when the
fiber orientation is rotated from 0° to 90° in increments of 5° for grid 2. It is noticed
that these are all modes with natural frequencies over 6,000 Hz. Figure 6.5(b), on the
other hand, only has 3 modes (modes 6, 8, and 11) that have frequency shifts over
50 Hz when the fiber orientation is rotated for grid 12. This confirms that changing
the local microstructure in different locations can affect distinct modes separately.
While changes in grid 2 affected modes 9, 12, and 13, the exact same changes in grid
12 did not affect those modes significantly. It was also interesting to see that the
maximum change in frequency for each mode did not occur at the same fiber angle.
In grid 2, the maximum frequency change in mode 11 occurred at θ = 60°, however
the maximum frequency change in mode 8 occurred at θ = 80°.
Among the 25 grids, grids 9, 16, and 19 had the largest number of modes with
frequency shifts over 50 Hz. It is important to note that grids 9 and 19 correspond
to the locations on the model with fixed bolts. The simply supported boundary
condition in the Z direction covers grid 16. This reinforces the idea previously seen
that microstructure variations near the boundary conditions have an exaggerated
effect on the natural frequencies. These were the only 3 grids to change the natural
frequencies for the first and second modes by over 50 Hz. Grids 5, 15, and 25 had
the least number of modes with frequency shifts over 50 Hz. These 3 grids are all
located along the lower edge of the TBracket near the bolts. As previously stated, the
original fiber orientation of each platelet has an effect on these results. The change
in frequency was calculated by comparing the natural frequencies from the baseline
case to the natural frequencies from the altered platelet orientation cases. Therefore,
a different baseline case may produce different results. A larger set of results for the
change in natural frequency versus fiber angle can be seen in the Appendix.
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The fiber orientation angle that caused the maximum change in frequency for each
mode was recorded. If a single fiber angle consistently caused the maximum change
in frequency for a mode, independent of location of the microstructure variation, the
cause of the change in frequency could potentially be identified in a test. Figure
6.6 shows the fiber angles for each platelet that caused the maximum change in
frequency for mode 1. Angles of θ = 0° and θ = 90° accounted for 17 of the 25 angles
that produced the maximum frequency change in mode 1. This makes sense as these
angles correspond to the largest/smallest stiffness values in the X and Z directions.
However, mode 1 was only really altered by changes in grids 9, 16, and 19 as stated
previously. Mode 6 had changes in frequency over 50 Hz for 19 grids, indicating it is
more sensitive to microstructure changes than mode 1. Angles of θ = 0° and θ = 90°
accounted for only 13 of the 25 angles that produced the maximum frequency change
in mode 6, and only 11 of the 25 angles that produced maximum frequency change
in mode 11. The only trend seen among this data was over half of the angles that
produced maximum frequency changes for each mode were θ = 0° and θ = 90°. A
larger set of results for the angle that caused maximum change in frequency for a
specific mode can be seen in the Appendix.
The largest changes in frequency sorted by grid location were also recorded. This
information could potentially predict the locations that cause the largest frequency
change when the fiber orientation is altered. Figure 6.7 shows the locations that
caused the largest frequency change for mode 1. Five grids showed up as causing
the largest frequency changes, and all five of these grids are located on the boundary
conditions. This again confirms the idea that fixed boundary conditions act as a
magnifying glass to microstructure variations within the surrounding area. There
were no girds that consistently provided the largest frequency change for all the
modes. In fact, there did not seem to be any pattern among the grids that caused
the largest frequency change for a mode shape. The maximum change in frequency
was averaged across all the modes and plotted in Figure 6.8. The two grids with the
largest average change in frequency for the modes were grids 9 and 19, where the
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fixed bolts are located. The grids with the lowest average change in frequency were
modes 5 and 25. These grids also showed the lowest number of modes with frequency
changes of 50 Hz or more.
Modes 6, 8, 11, 12, and 13 were the modes that had frequency shifts over 50 Hz
for the most number of grid rotations. Modes 6 and 8 shifted over 50 Hz for 19 of the
25 grid rotations, mode 11 shifted frequency for 17 of the grids, mode 13 shifted for
14 of the grids, and mode 12 shifted for 11 of the grids. The one consistency between
all of these mode shapes was the presence of large amounts of base deflection. Figure
6.9 shows the top view of mode shapes 6 and 8 for the baseline model. These two
modes were the most sensitive to changes in local orientation, and they are the lowest
frequency modes with the largest amount of base motion. The rest of the first 13
mode shapes are provided in the Appendix.
The results of this study confirmed that the natural frequencies are more sensitive
than mode shape to local microstructure changes. Modes of higher natural frequency
are more likely to show changes in natural frequency due to isolated microstructure
variations. Local changes in microstructure do not greatly affect the MAC or the CO-
MAC results. These criteria are not sensitive enough to identify small microstructure
changes. The first two modes were only affected by changes in microstructure within
the immediate vicinity of the boundary conditions. The fiber orientation angles that
caused the largest changes in natural frequency for the 13 different modes were pri-
marily θ = 0° and θ = 90°. No single grid consistently caused the largest frequency
change in all the modes. Instead, the locations near the largest displacements in
the mode shapes were the sensitive grids for each mode. Original orientation of the
platelets in the baseline case will affect the results. Therefore a quality representation
of an actual part is needed for the baseline case. A change in frequency of a single
mode can not be accredited to a change in fiber orientation in a specific location.
A change in natural frequency could be due to a change in fiber angle orientation
from several individual grids. Different modes are sensitive to changes in different
platelets. For example, the natural frequency of mode 6 may shift due to fiber angle
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changes in grids 7, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, and 19. However, the frequency of mode 1 will
not change with fiber angle changes in any of these grids.
In terms of testing, if experimental data is recorded and reveals consistently high
MAC and COMAC values, little to no changes in natural frequency for the first few
modes, and slight variation in the higher modes, the two parts have only a slight
microstructure variation between them. However, this is not practical. As has been
seen from micrographs, the orientations of fibers greatly change from part to part,
and even from one section of the TBracket to another. It will be unlikely that two
manufactured parts only present a small isolated localized change in microstructure.
This means these results are not fair representations of actual test results and the
complexity of the models should be increased further to capture reality.
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(a) FRF grid 2
(b) FRF grid 12
Figure 6.2. FRF plots of grid 2 and grid 12 from 1-15,000 Hz for
varying fiber angles
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(a) Averaged crossMAC grid 2
(b) Averaged crossMAC grid 12
Figure 6.3. Averaged crossMAC results for varying fiber orientation
in grid 2 and grid 12
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(a) Averaged COMAC grid 2
(b) Averaged COMAC grid 12
Figure 6.4. Averaged crossMAC results for varying fiber orientation
in grid 2 and grid 12
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(a) dω vs θ grid 2
(b) dω vs θ grid 12
Figure 6.5. Change in frequency for varying fiber orientations in grid 2 and grid 12
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Figure 6.6. Plot of the fiber angle that caused the maximum frequency
change for mode 1
Figure 6.7. Plot of maximum frequency change from each grid for mode 1
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Figure 6.9. Mode shape deflection for modes 6 and 8 for baseline model
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7. GLOBAL CHANGES IN MICROSTRUCTURE
The local changes in microstructure revealed that the MAC and COMAC are not sen-
sitive enough to pick up isolated fiber orientation changes. The first several modes are
only sensitive to microstructure changes within the vicinity of the boundary condi-
tions. The complexity of the problem was increased further by creating representative
models that contain different microstructures over the entire part, not just in a single
platelet. For these analyses, the 40 models created using the grid method, and the 30
models created using the 3D platelet method with different unknown orientations were
utilized for comparison. As previously stated, each of these models contained com-
pletely different fiber angle and platelet orientations within the base of the TBracket.
The orientations were not known during these analyses.
7.1 Comparison of Models from Grid Method and 3D Platelet Method
The results from the 40 models created from the grid method had to be compared
to the results from the 30 models created using the 3D platelet method. The models
created using the 3D platelet method are more representative of an actual part as they
contain out-of-plane platelet orientations, and the platelets are not considered to be
perfectly aligned within the base. However, if the grid method models produce similar
results to the 3D platelet models, they can be said to roughly estimate the response
of a real TBracket. This is primarily useful for controlled changes in microstructure
as was performed in the previous chapter. Confirmation that the grid method can
produce realistic results allows the previous chapters’ results to be applied to the
actual TBracket and not just an idealized case.
The natural frequency and mode shapes were calculated for 1-30,000 Hz for each
of these models using both FreeFree boundary conditions and the arbitrary boundary
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conditions described in Chapter 3. The natural frequencies of the first three modes
were compared between the different models by plotting the FRFs for the first 5,000
Hz. Figure 7.1(a) shows the frequency response for all 40 files created using the grid
method and 7.2(b) shows the frequency response for all 30 files created using the
3D platelet method. The spread of frequency for the first mode for the grid method
models was 313 Hz; the range was from 1,555 Hz to 1,868 Hz. The spread of the
models created using the 3D platelet method was smaller at 156 Hz, and the range
was lower than that of the grid method models from 1,491 Hz to 1,647 Hz. However,
the frequency ranges did intersect for the two methods. Similar results were found for
modes 2 and 3, but the frequency spans were smaller for both sets of models and the
ranges overlapped more. The grid method models had a frequency span of 247 Hz
for mode 2 with the natural frequencies ranging from 2,129 Hz to 2,376 Hz. The 3D
platelet models had a span of 120 Hz for mode 2 with the natural frequencies ranging
from 2,149 Hz to 2,262 Hz. Again, the 3D platelet models had smaller changes in
natural frequency for a specific mode. For the third and final mode compared, the
grid method models had a frequency span of 133 Hz, and the minimum frequency
was 4,042 Hz while the maximum frequency was 4,175 Hz. The 3D platelet models
had a frequency span of 80 Hz, and the minimum frequency was 4,089 Hz while the
maximum frequency was 4,169 Hz. The larger spans in frequency for the grid method
models are most likely due to the sharp transitions in fiber orientation between the
modeled platelets as well as the in-plane simplifications which provides less stiffness
in the Y direction. Although the frequency spans are consistently larger for the
simplified models using the grid method, the natural frequencies of the two model
types overlap and are deemed acceptable for this study.
The mode shapes were also compared between the two model types to ensure the
same modes were produced by the different microstructures. The MAC was used to
verify consistency between mode shapes of the different models. Figure 7.2 shows
two representative crossMAC cases between an arbitrary model made with the grid
method and an arbitrary model made with the 3D platelet method. For both of these
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(a) FRF for 40 models using grid method
(b) FRF for 30 models using 3D platelet method
Figure 7.1. FRFs from 1-5,000 Hz for 70 models created with grid or
platelet method
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cases, the first 4 modes had consistent mode shapes, while 3 to 4 other mode shapes
were consistent between the two models. These results are all convincing that the
models created using the grid method are comparable to the models created using
the 3D platelet method.
7.2 Changes in Modal Parameters
Being confirmed to some degree that the 30 models created using the grid method
provide consistent results to those of the 3D platelet method, changes in modal pa-
rameters between the models will be compared. From model to model, the variation
in microstructure was significant and not limited to isolated local changes. The fiber
orientation angles were not known for any of these models simulating reality where
currently there is no method to accurately predict fiber orientation throughout the
part.
When the full FRF results were plotted from 1-30,000 Hz for the grid models and
the 3D platelet models (Figure 7.3), it became apparent that the microstructures
were significantly different. While the localized changes provided slight variations in
frequency for the higher modes, the individual modes were easily identified in the FRF
plots. In this case, after 5,000 Hz the responses became so different there were no
clear consistent trends between any of the models, nor were there discernible trends in
the phase. The variations in frequency for the first 3 modes are comparable to those
found in higher order modes for a local orientation change. As was previously seen, the
higher modes do not have consistent mode shapes. The differences in microstructure
are so large that the mode shapes and natural frequencies no longer coincide for two
models with the same geometry, material properties, and boundary conditions.
At this point, no clear conclusions can be made from the large amount of inconsis-
tent data other than the fact that larger microstructure variations affect not only the
lower natural frequencies but the higher level modes as well. From these simulations,
an experimentalist would be able identify when two models had isolated changes in
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(a) CrossMAC between grid configuration 6 run 3 and 3D platelet method run
15
(b) CrossMAC between grid configuration 1 run 3 and 3D platelet method run
20
Figure 7.2. Representative crossMAC results for first 10 modes be-
tween grid method and 3D platelet method
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(a) Grid method models
(b) 3D method models
Figure 7.3. Full FRF results for grid and 3D method models from 1-30,000 Hz
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microstructure versus large changes in microstructure based off of the trends in the
FRFs. However, two real models will most likely have larger changes in microstruc-
ture that cause the significant differences in FRFs. Though currently unsolvable, if
more was known about the orientations within the model or part, the cause for the
differences might be determined.
7.2.1 Identifying Measurement Locations on Arbitrary Geometry
Complicated geometries like the TBracket do not have well known mode shapes
that any test engineer would be able to easily look up, like those of a flat plate. If a
test engineer is asked to measure the response of a part with varying microstructure
when little is known about the microstructure, and thus the mode shapes, it can be
difficult to identify which degrees of freedom to measure on the part. As was seen
in the previous section, large variations in microstructure can cause different mode
shapes from model to model. If only the natural frequencies of the structure are
requested, a single accelerometer can be used. However, if the accelerometer is placed
in a position that is consistently on a nodal line in the mode shapes, the response at
that location will be close to zero, and the engineer will not be able to identify that
a natural frequency exists. As previously stated, the COMAC attempts to identify
which degrees of freedom within a mode shape lower the MAC value. As long as the
numbers are not truncated in Matlab, locations with lower COMAC values will be able
to identify which degrees of freedom are different between mode pairs. It is clear from
the FRF and MAC results shown previously that these modes are not all the same
between the different models, however, similar mode shapes are not necessary for this
comparison. The definition of the COMAC is merely a mathematical manipulation
of two sets of vectors, it can be used for modal pairs that are not matching. In
this case, the lower COMAC results reveal which degrees of freedom have the largest
difference in mode shape definition between the two models. Figure 7.4 shows the
average COMAC results for degrees of freedom corresponding to motion in the Y
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direction (out-of-plane motion from the base of the TBracket) for the first 20 modal
pairs. As can be seen from the contour plots, the average COMAC results from
the grid method models provided similiar results to those of the 3D platelet models.
However, the fixed bolts corresponding to the white sections dominated the lower
COMAC results. The immediate area surrounding the fixed boundary conditions is
not where the largest deflection will be found for mode shapes. This is a result the
numerical truncation in Matlab discussed in Chapter 3. Modes 10-20 were selected
as the mode shapes of interest because they had more movement in the base than the
leg of the TBracket preventing modal coefficients close to zero. Figure 7.5 shows the
average COMAC results for the out-of-plane degrees of freedom for modal pairs 10-
20. Two primary locations around the leg of the TBracket have the lowest COMAC
values, besides those seen near the boundary conditions. The COMAC results reveal
roughly the same locations for the lowest COMAC value between the grid method
and 3D platelet method models. Theoretically, this is where an accelerometer should
be placed to capture the greatest number of modes experienced by the structure.
The frequency response from a location with the lowest COMAC result was com-
pared to the frequency response from a location with the highest COMAC result for
the grid method for an arbitrary model made with the grid method. The FRFs for
the two nodes can be seen in Figure 7.6; it is clear that the node with the lowest CO-
MAC value picks up more of the natural frequencies corresponding to modes than the
node with the highest COMAC value. This was the goal when averaging the COMAC
results over all of the models made by grid and 3D platelet methods. This method
will work with any arbitrary geometry and can shorten time in deciding where to put
accelerometers proving it not only applicable but useful in the testing environment.
7.3 Static Results
Each of the 70 models was tested under the same arbitrary loading and boundary
conditions described in Chapter 4. The goal was to see if an observable correlation
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(a) Grid method models
(b) 3D method models
Figure 7.4. Average COMAC results for the first 20 modal pairs
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(a) Grid method models
(b) 3D method models
Figure 7.5. Average COMAC results for modal pairs 10-20
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(a) Node with lowest average COMAC value
(b) Node with highest average COMAC value
Figure 7.6. FRF for nodes with highest and lowest average COMAC
value for arbitrary grid method model
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existed between the frequency response of a part and its performance under static
testing conditions. Stress and strain components were calculated for each of the static
models and specific trends in results were identified. As expected, stress concentra-
tions were identified around the fixed bolts and the fillets for all models. Models
made from the 3D platelet method provided more consistent results than those made
from the grid method. Figure 7.7 shows two representative cases of the vonMises
stress results, one for a grid method model and the other for a 3D platelet model.
The results are shown with an isosurface plot, which is a 3D contour plot. The scale
on these figures is the same with the min stress shown at 0 MPa and the maximum
stress shown at 100 MPa.
The grid method results consistently showed patches of larger stress along the
edges of the TBracket parallel to the leg. These patches are similar in size and location
to individual platelets modeled within the TBracket. There was no discernible pattern
of location for these patches of increased stress. They likely correspond to platets with
lower stiffness in the direction of the applied load. One of these patches can be seen
on the right hand side of the TBracket in Figure 7.7(a).
The 3D platelet method results showed the most stress along the edges of the
TBracket that are parallel to the leg; this trend was prevalent through all the models
using the same creation method. Although the stress along the edges where the
bending moment was applied was seen in every model, the stress distribution was
slightly different for each model when plotted using the same scale. This was to be
expected as the the microstructures are different for each model and would therefore
perform differently under the same loading conditions. However, there was not much
to distinguish the 3D platelet models from one another in terms of stress.
As the maximum stress was dominated by large stress concentrations in certain
models, it was not chosen as the designated sorting criteria for the quality of the
parts. The first mode with these specific boundary conditions is a bending mode
about the X axis; this can be seen in Figure 7.8. Using the knowledge learned from
the simple model, it can be said that this mode is dominated by stiffness in the Z
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(a) Representative grid method model
(b) Representative 3D platelet method model
Figure 7.7. Representative vonMises stress results for grid and 3D
platelet method models
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direction. Therefore, the maximum displacement in the Z direction could be used
to identify the models with the lowest Ez values and was thus chosen as the sorting
criteria. This method would only be valid when considering the first mode.
Figure 7.8. First mode shape for arbitrary boundary conditions
The maximum displacement value in the Z direction was recorded for each model
and sorted from smallest to largest. The largest values of displacement correspond
to the smallest stiffness values in the Z direction and would therefore have the low-
est natural frequency. Unfortunately, a trend in natural frequency matching the Z
displacement values was not found. While the models with the largest displacement
values did tend to have the lowest first natural frequency, the rest of the models did
not follow this trend. As was found with the simplified model and the isolated fiber
orientation models, changes in microstructure around the boundary conditions sig-
nificantly affect the first natural frequencies. The fiber orientation around the bolts
for these 70 models was not the same and most likely played a part in the change in
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frequency for the first mode. No further tests were run on the static models because of




Of the work presented in this thesis, several aspects can be re-used for analysis
of different geometries under multiple boundary and loading conditions. The method
used to model the platelets in the TBracket can be applied to any geometry and any
raw material with a rectangular shape. The Matlab script only requires the dimen-
sions of the platelets and an Abaqus input file containing a mesh of the geometry.
While this method does not identify the orientation of fibers within an actual test
article like a CT scan would, it allows for the digital creation of an infinite number
of parts. This would be useful for Monte Carlo type simulations that need hundreds
of analysis models that could represent real parts. If enough knowledge of typical
microstructure within a given part is known, these trends could be programmed into
the Matlab script allowing for even more realistic models. All simulations performed
and results calculated like the MAC, COMAC, and FRFs, can be repeated for any
loading conditions and boundary conditions. The Matlab scripts were created to be
standalone and work for any Abaqus mesh and conditions provided.
Large changes in natural frequency for the first few modes were present whenever
local changes in microstructure occurred within the vicinity of a boundary condition.
This magnifying effect could be used to investigate local changes in microstructure
within a part. The fixturing of the test specimen could be specifically designed to
highlight local changes in microstructure. If the performance of the test structure as
a whole is dependent on the performance of a particular location, the fiber orientation
in this area could be investigated by adding a boundary condition within the region.
Knowledge of individual mode shapes that are present consistently throughout all
models could be useful in investigating changes in global stiffness of the part for spe-
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cific axes. For example, if the first natural frequency is dependent upon stiffness of the
part in the Z direction, the measured change in natural frequency from experiments
could be used to infer information about the Young’s modulus in the Z direction for
the parts.
Averaging the COMAC results for a large number of models revealed the locations
most likely to lower MAC values. This would be useful in a practical application for
determining where a test engineer should put their limited number of accelerometers.
The location of lowest COMAC value captured more of the natural frequencies of the
structure and had a higher magnitude response than locations with higher COMAC
values. This method could bypass spending large amounts of time determining mea-
surement locations for the part. It provides a clear location of measurement that will
provide the largest difference in measured values.
Averaging the MAC results can provide information on which mode shapes are
most sensitive to global or local changes in microstructure. For the analyses ran in
this research, the first 13 mode shapes were not sensitive to changes in local fiber
orientation. However, higher level modes might be sensitive to these local changes.
The first 4 mode shapes of the TBracket were not sensitive to local or global changes
in microstructure. However, the natural frequencies were sensitive to local changes
in fiber orientation near the boundary conditions as well as global changes in mi-
crostructure. These representative models can also be used to validate test data. The
scripts for calculating MAC, COMAC, and FRF results can all be used with test data
that is provided in the correct format. It is standard practice to use MAC to verify
models with test data.
8.2 Limitations
8.2.1 Model Limitations
Currently, these scripts only work for Abaqus models. Any attempt to incorpo-
rate other analysis software like NX or Ansys will be unsuccessful. All the models
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created failed to capture the boundary effect where fibers align themselves along the
boundaries of the mold. Additionally, the mesh of the geometry only allows for four
platelets through the thickness of the base of the TBracket to be modeled. In reality,
with a tape thickness of 0.14 mm and a base thickness of 4 mm, about 28 platelets
could be stacked on top of each other through the thickness of the base. These models
also assumed quasi-isotropic properties in the leg of the TBracket, which is not the
case for actual manufactured parts. However, the primary goal of the research was
to create a methodology to investigate changes in dynamic properties due to changes
in microstructure. Therefore, these models can be made more complicated and the
same analyses can be performed to retrieve the same type of information.
8.2.2 Parameter Limitations
The COMAC was plotted using a surface plot, however, this plotting technique is
limited to degrees of freedom that are in plane with each other. A different method
would have to be used when incorporating comparison points within a 3-dimensional
space. The accuracy of the COMAC results was dependent on the prevention of nu-
merical truncation of the modal coefficients. Therefore, a large number of significant
digits is necessary for COMAC calculations, especially when the modal coefficients
are close to zero.
The frequency response data calculated for this research was essentially perfect
because it was calculated analytically. In an actual experiment, the data will not be as
clean and there will be experimental variations. These variations were not modeled
in this research, and therefore, the extent to which the natural frequencies change
from one test to another is not known.
8.3 Future Work
Future work to be completed for this research includes modeling the platelets
in the full TBracket, using a 3-dimensional grid of measurement points, further in-
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vestigation of the effect microstructure changes near boundary conditions have on
natural frequency, and applying the Modal Sensitivity Value (MSV) to the TBracket
to identify microstructure sensitive modes.
Applying the platelets to the full TBracket will require a two-step use of the
Matlab scripts that create models using the grid or 3D platelet method. The geometry
will need to be broken into two segments: the base and the leg. The out-of-plane
orientation for platelets in the base of the Tbracket is about the Z axis, however,
the out-of-plane orientation for platelets in the leg of the TBracket will need to be
about the Y axis. Therefore, the Matlab script will need to be run two separate times
changing the axis that defines out-of-plane angle in between these runs.
A 2-dimensional grid of measurement points was created on the bottom of the
base of the TBracket for this research. Creating a 3-dimensional grid of measurement
points will provide more information throughout the part, however, it will require
different methods of plotting results like the COMAC.
Further work will go into understanding exactly how changes in fiber orientation
near the boundary conditions cause the large changes in natural frequencies for the
modes. Understanding the extent to which the boundary condition magnifies the
changes in local orientation can provide insight into how it can be used to investigate
local microstructure.
The magnitude in change of natural frequency is dependent on the changes in the
stiffness matrix as well as the shape of the mode in question. This relationship can






~X(j)T [∆K] ~X(j) (8.1)
An attempt was made to program this equation in cooperation with Abaqus, but
the method was not completed. This method was also dependent on results from a
representative baseline model. Future work will attempt to finish the program and
average the mode shapes and natural frequencies from a large number of models to
obtain baseline results.
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Salawu wrote a conference paper on the MSV which predicts the modes that will
be most sensitive to damages in the structure [42]. Damages are usually characterized
by a lowering in local stiffness. Therefore, this method should work with changes in
fiber orientation which also cause a change in local stiffness. If the most sensitive
modes can be identified, this will reduce a variable in the research further simplifying
the work.
8.4 Final Thoughts
This research introduced a novel way of modeling discontinuous fiber parts made
from chopped prepreg tape and several considerations one should take when perform-
ing a dynamic test on composite parts. The primary consideration for test engineers
when testing a composite versus an isotropic part is the material symmetry. Test-
ing of isotropic parts only takes into account geometric symmetry as the material is
symmetric about all axes. However, it has been shown through this research that
material symmetry can affect the mode shapes and natural frequencies of a structure.
The presence of boundary conditions affect the natural frequencies and mode
shapes for structures of all materials. However, microstructure changes in the vicinity
of boundary conditions cause an exaggerated change in natural frequency for the first
couple of modes that are not seen in variations of other locations. This is unique
phenomena to material systems with anisotropic properties. Other than the boundary
condition regions, the section of a geometry likely to change the natural frequency
of a mode the most are the locations corresponding the largest displacements in that
mode shape.
Analysis can also inform experimental testing on magnitude of predicted changes
in response and locations most sensitive to microstructure changes. The averaged
COMAC results can be used to identify which degrees of freedom should be measured
for an experimental test. Experiments are limited to a finite number of strategic
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measurement locations, and this method provides precise measurement locations for
a test engineer.
Currently, there is not a way to predict the exact microstructure of a composite
part like the TBracket from dynamic tests. Comparing the natural frequencies and
mode shapes can provide insight into the magnitude of the microstructure variation,
isolated local changes or global changes. However, the response is too complicated to
accurately predict the location and magnitude of the microstructure change. If the
problem definition was narrowed to look at effects of variations in a specific location or
frequency range, the results might be different. However, for this problem definition
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A. EXTRA ANALYSIS RESULTS
A.1 Simplified Geometry with 10 Fiber Orientations along Z axis
This section contains the results to analyses carried out using a cantilevered plate
with 10 different fiber orientation angles along the length of the plate.
Figure A.1. Microstructure separation for 10 fiber orientations along Z axis
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Table A.1. Layer angles for 5 simplified models from −90° ≤ θ ≤ 90
with 10 fiber orientations along Z axis
Run Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5
Layer 1 -41° -27° -66° 39° 53°
Layer 2 23° 19° 1° 30° 46°
Layer 3 8° 89° -21° -53° 80°
Layer 4 -82° -42° 63° 22° -74°
Layer 5 -69° 87° 66° 88° -23°
Layer 6 -43° 9° 82° -21° -58°
Layer 7 82° 74° -56° -69° -40°
Layer 8 -8° -43° 59° 5° 32°
Layer 9 -69° 62° 16° -5° -58°
Layer 10 -52° 15° 33° 38° 84°
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Figure A.2. Averaged MAC results over 5 models with 10 fiber orien-
tations along Z axis
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Figure A.3. FRF plot from 1-4,000 Hz for 5 models with 10 fiber
orientations along Z axis
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Table A.2. Stiffness in the X direction for 5 models with 10 fiber
orientations along Z axis
Young’s Modulus, Ex[GPa]
Run Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5
Layer 1 30.28 62.52 12.21 33.39 18.12
Layer 2 76.91 93.25 148.80 53.31 24.05
Layer 3 136.53 9.20 84.89 18.12 9.66
Layer 4 9.49 28.87 13.17 80.84 10.43
Layer 5 11.42 9.24 12.21 9.22 76.91
Layer 6 27.55 133.43 9.49 84.89 15.25
Layer 7 9.49 10.43 16.29 11.42 31.79
Layer 8 136.53 27.55 14.78 143.98 47.93
Layer 9 11.42 13.53 106.11 143.98 15.25
Layer 10 18.81 110.37 45.46 35.11 9.36
Average 46.84 49.84 46.34 61.43 25.87
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Table A.3. Stiffness in the Z direction for 5 models with 10 fiber
orientations along Z axis
Young’s Modulus, Ez[GPa]
Run Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5
Layer 1 21.18 13.17 73.10 19.55 36.93
Layer 2 11.93 10.98 9.20 14.34 26.31
Layer 3 9.49 148.80 11.42 36.93 130.06
Layer 4 136.53 22.08 62.52 11.66 106.11
Layer 5 84.89 147.17 73.10 148.18 11.93
Layer 6 23.03 9.57 136.53 11.42 47.93
Layer 7 136.53 106.11 43.13 84.89 20.34
Layer 8 9.49 23.03 50.54 9.31 15.25
Layer 9 84.89 59.30 10.43 9.31 47.93
Layer 10 35.11 10.27 15.75 18.81 141.83
Average 55.53 55.05 48.57 36.44 58.46
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A.2 Isolated Local Fiber Orientation Changes
A.2.1 FRFs
The fiber orientation angle of a single grid was rotated from 0° to 90° by 5°
increments. This process was repeated 25 times for each of the different grids. The
This section contains the frequency response functions for each set of grid data.
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Figure A.4. FRF plots of grid 1 from 1-15,000 Hz for varying fiber angles
Figure A.5. FRF plots of grid 3 from 1-15,000 Hz for varying fiber angles
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Figure A.6. FRF plots of grid 4 from 1-15,000 Hz for varying fiber angles
Figure A.7. FRF plots of grid 5 from 1-15,000 Hz for varying fiber angles
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Figure A.8. FRF plots of grid 6 from 1-15,000 Hz for varying fiber angles
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Figure A.9. FRF plots of grid 7 from 1-15,000 Hz for varying fiber angles
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Figure A.10. FRF plots of grid 8 from 1-15,000 Hz for varying fiber angles
Figure A.11. FRF plots of grid 9 from 1-15,000 Hz for varying fiber angles
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Figure A.12. FRF plots of grid 10 from 1-15,000 Hz for varying fiber angles
Figure A.13. FRF plots of grid 11 from 1-15,000 Hz for varying fiber angles
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Figure A.14. FRF plots of grid 13 from 1-15,000 Hz for varying fiber angles
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Figure A.15. FRF plots of grid 14 from 1-15,000 Hz for varying fiber angles
Figure A.16. FRF plots of grid 15 from 1-15,000 Hz for varying fiber angles
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Figure A.17. FRF plots of grid 16 from 1-15,000 Hz for varying fiber angles
Figure A.18. FRF plots of grid 17 from 1-15,000 Hz for varying fiber angles
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Figure A.19. FRF plots of grid 18 from 1-15,000 Hz for varying fiber angles
Figure A.20. FRF plots of grid 19 from 1-15,000 Hz for varying fiber angles
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Figure A.21. FRF plots of grid 20 from 1-15,000 Hz for varying fiber angles
Figure A.22. FRF plots of grid 21 from 1-15,000 Hz for varying fiber angles
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Figure A.23. FRF plots of grid 22 from 1-15,000 Hz for varying fiber angles
Figure A.24. FRF plots of grid 23 from 1-15,000 Hz for varying fiber angles
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Figure A.25. FRF plots of grid 24 from 1-15,000 Hz for varying fiber angles
Figure A.26. FRF plots of grid 25 from 1-15,000 Hz for varying fiber angles
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A.2.2 dω vs Angle
This section plots the change in natural frequency for each mode against the
change in fiber orientation angle of that grid.
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(a) dω vs θ for all modes
(b) dω vs θ for modes with dω¿50 Hz
Figure A.27. Change in frequency for varying fiber orientations in Grid 1
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(a) dω vs θ for all modes
(b) dω vs θ for modes with dω¿50 Hz
Figure A.28. Change in frequency for varying fiber orientations in Grid 3
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(a) dω vs θ for all modes
(b) dω vs θ for modes with dω¿50 Hz
Figure A.29. Change in frequency for varying fiber orientations in Grid 4
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(a) dω vs θ for all modes
(b) dω vs θ for modes with dω¿50 Hz
Figure A.30. Change in frequency for varying fiber orientations in Grid 5
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(a) dω vs θ for all modes
(b) dω vs θ for modes with dω¿50 Hz
Figure A.31. Change in frequency for varying fiber orientations in Grid 6
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(a) dω vs θ for all modes
(b) dω vs θ for modes with dω¿50 Hz
Figure A.32. Change in frequency for varying fiber orientations in Grid 7
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(a) dω vs θ for all modes
(b) dω vs θ for modes with dω¿50 Hz
Figure A.33. Change in frequency for varying fiber orientations in Grid 8
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(a) dω vs θ for all modes
(b) dω vs θ for modes with dω¿50 Hz
Figure A.34. Change in frequency for varying fiber orientations in Grid 9
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(a) dω vs θ for all modes
(b) dω vs θ for modes with dω¿50 Hz
Figure A.35. Change in frequency for varying fiber orientations in Grid 10
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(a) dω vs θ for all modes
(b) dω vs θ for modes with dω¿50 Hz
Figure A.36. Change in frequency for varying fiber orientations in Grid 11
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(a) dω vs θ for all modes
(b) dω vs θ for modes with dω¿50 Hz
Figure A.37. Change in frequency for varying fiber orientations in Grid 13
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(a) dω vs θ for all modes
(b) dω vs θ for modes with dω¿50 Hz
Figure A.38. Change in frequency for varying fiber orientations in Grid 14
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(a) dω vs θ for all modes
(b) dω vs θ for modes with dω¿50 Hz
Figure A.39. Change in frequency for varying fiber orientations in Grid 15
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(a) dω vs θ for all modes
(b) dω vs θ for modes with dω¿50 Hz
Figure A.40. Change in frequency for varying fiber orientations in Grid 16
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(a) dω vs θ for all modes
(b) dω vs θ for modes with dω¿50 Hz
Figure A.41. Change in frequency for varying fiber orientations in Grid 17
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(a) dω vs θ for all modes
(b) dω vs θ for modes with dω¿50 Hz
Figure A.42. Change in frequency for varying fiber orientations in Grid 18
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(a) dω vs θ for all modes
(b) dω vs θ for modes with dω¿50 Hz
Figure A.43. Change in frequency for varying fiber orientations in Grid 19
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(a) dω vs θ for all modes
(b) dω vs θ for modes with dω¿50 Hz
Figure A.44. Change in frequency for varying fiber orientations in Grid 20
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(a) dω vs θ for all modes
(b) dω vs θ for modes with dω¿50 Hz
Figure A.45. Change in frequency for varying fiber orientations in Grid 21
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(a) dω vs θ for all modes
(b) dω vs θ for modes with dω¿50 Hz
Figure A.46. Change in frequency for varying fiber orientations in Grid 22
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(a) dω vs θ for all modes
(b) dω vs θ for modes with dω¿50 Hz
Figure A.47. Change in frequency for varying fiber orientations in Grid 23
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(a) dω vs θ for all modes
(b) dω vs θ for modes with dω¿50 Hz
Figure A.48. Change in frequency for varying fiber orientations in Grid 24
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(a) dω vs θ for all modes
(b) dω vs θ for modes with dω¿50 Hz
Figure A.49. Change in frequency for varying fiber orientations in Grid 25
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A.2.3 Angle of Maximum Frequency Change
This section contains the plots of the angles that caused the maximum frequency
change for a specific mode. These plots show which fiber orientation angle of every
grid caused the largest change in frequency for a specific mode.
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Figure A.50. Plot of the fiber angle that caused the maximum fre-
quency change for mode 2
Figure A.51. Plot of the fiber angle that caused the maximum fre-
quency change for mode 3
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Figure A.52. Plot of the fiber angle that caused the maximum fre-
quency change for mode 4
Figure A.53. Plot of the fiber angle that caused the maximum fre-
quency change for mode 5
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Figure A.54. Plot of the fiber angle that caused the maximum fre-
quency change for mode 6
Figure A.55. Plot of the fiber angle that caused the maximum fre-
quency change for mode 7
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Figure A.56. Plot of the fiber angle that caused the maximum fre-
quency change for mode 8
Figure A.57. Plot of the fiber angle that caused the maximum fre-
quency change for mode 9
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Figure A.58. Plot of the fiber angle that caused the maximum fre-
quency change for mode 10
Figure A.59. Plot of the fiber angle that caused the maximum fre-
quency change for mode 11
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Figure A.60. Plot of the fiber angle that caused the maximum fre-
quency change for mode 12
Figure A.61. Plot of the fiber angle that caused the maximum fre-
quency change for mode 13
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A.2.4 Maximum Frequency Change For Each Grid
This section contains plots of the maximum frequency change caused by fiber
orientation angle change in each platelet for the first 13 modes.
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Figure A.62. Plot of maximum frequency change from each grid for mode 2
Figure A.63. Plot of maximum frequency change from each grid for mode 3
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Figure A.64. Plot of maximum frequency change from each grid for mode 4
Figure A.65. Plot of maximum frequency change from each grid for mode 5
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Figure A.66. Plot of maximum frequency change from each grid for mode 6
Figure A.67. Plot of maximum frequency change from each grid for mode 7
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Figure A.68. Plot of maximum frequency change from each grid for mode 8
Figure A.69. Plot of maximum frequency change from each grid for mode 9
148
Figure A.70. Plot of maximum frequency change from each grid for mode 10
Figure A.71. Plot of maximum frequency change from each grid for mode 11
149
Figure A.72. Plot of maximum frequency change from each grid for mode 12
Figure A.73. Plot of maximum frequency change from each grid for mode 13
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A.2.5 Mode Shapes
This section provides the first 13 mode shapes for the baseline model used for
local orientation changes.
Figure A.74. Mode shape 1 for baseline model
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Figure A.75. Mode shape 2 for baseline model
Figure A.76. Mode shape 3 for baseline model
152
Figure A.77. Mode shape 4 for baseline model
Figure A.78. Mode shape 5 for baseline model
153
Figure A.79. Mode shape 7 for baseline model
Figure A.80. Mode shape 9 for baseline model
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Figure A.81. Mode shape 10 for baseline model
Figure A.82. Mode shape 11 for baseline model
155
Figure A.83. Mode shape 12 for baseline model








% Calculates vector of COMAC results
%
%
% Inputs: psi1 N x M matrix of mode shape vectors
% psi2 N x M matrix mode shape vectors
%
% N is the number of measurement points/nodes
% M is the number of modes used in the COMAC calculation
%
% Outputs: COMAC vector
%

















% Calculates MAC value for a comparison between two mode shapes
%
%
% Inputs: psi1 N x 1 mode shape vector
% psi2 N x 1 mode shape vector
%
% N is the number of measurement points/nodes
%
% Outputs: MAC 1x1 value
%













% Converts an mx1 vector to a nxn matrix for contour plots
% Assumes the square root of m is an integer
%
% Inputs: input vector
%
% Outputs: contour plot matrix
%





















% Parses the data from the datFiles. Calculates the FRFs and phase
% portraits for a degree of freedom
%




% Degree of freedom (1,2,3)
% hammer node
% graphs - 'off' or 'on'
%
% Outputs: Array of FRF values for magnitude and phase of the
% individual DOF
%





function [mag t, phase t, freq it, node order]=...
createFRF(work directory,datFilename, min freq,...
max freq, dof, hammer node, graphs)

















for i=1:length(nodes real(:,1,1))%Calculates Phase and FRF
for j=1:4
for k=1:length(freq it)






%Truncates based off of requested frequency range
count=0;
for i=1:length(freq it)
















plot freq it(:,i)=freq it';
end
subplot(2,1,1);
semilogy(plot freq it, mag t', 'LineWidth',2);
title('FRF');
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]');


















% Parses and .inp file and gets the nodes and elements
%
% Inputs: Abaqus Input File or Report File
%
% Outputs: Node List
%






fprintf('Starting parsing for %s...\n', inpFile);
fid=fopen(inpFile);
if fid==-1




%Opens File and Grabs the nodes from all the other data
% If the filetype is an input file
nodeSection=0;%Boolean for the node section of the input file

































% Creates orientation cards to be put into Abaqus file.
% Requires the input file, a matrix of the elements, a matrix of the
% nodes, and requested grid dimensions
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%
% Creates a rectangular grid on the part and assigns orientations
% based off of the grid. No elements should be left out. It will








% Outputs: Leftover Elements
%





function []=gridPlateletOrientation(inpFile, elements, nodes,...















fprintf('Grid %d... \n', gCount);
nodeCount=0;
groupNodes=0;
%% Groups Nodes for each grid number
for n=1:length(nodes)





















%% If elements found in this grid
if elementCount>0
%Write the orientation card and the
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%element set for this group











%% Writes Orientation Cards




fprintf(fid,'** Section: Orient section grid %s\n',...
num2str(gCount));
fprintf(fid,'*Solid Section, elset=Orient elset grid %s,');





























% Calculates the closest nodes from the FE model to the requested
% experimental data points.
%
% Inputs: Experimental Point Locations
% Abaqus Input File or Report File
%
% Outputs: Node List
%







fprintf('Starting nodeReduction for %s...\n', inpFile);
fid=fopen(inpFile);
if fid==-1




%Opens File and Grabs the nodes from all the other data
% If the filetype is an input file
if strfind(inpFile, '.inp')

















%If the filetype is a report file
elseif strfind(inpFile, '.rpt')


















fprintf('Starting optimization for %s...\n', inpFile);



















% Creates orientation cards to be put into Abaqus file. Requires
% the input file, a matrix of the elements, a matrix of the nodes,








% Outputs: Leftover Elements
%























sX=nodes(startingNode,2); %Starting Node X
sY=nodes(startingNode,3); %Starting Node Y
sZ=nodes(startingNode,4); %Starting Node Z










%Cross Product b/w the first two vectors
unit vector3=cross(unit vector1, unit vector2);
unit vector3=unit vector3/(sqrt(unit vector3(1)ˆ2+...
unit vector3(2)ˆ2+unit vector3(3)ˆ2));
%Cross Product b/w the first and third vector
unit vector4=cross(unit vector1, unit vector3);




lX=unit vector1; %Local X Axis
lY=unit vector3; %Local Y Axis
lZ=unit vector4; %Local Z Axis
%Global Coordinates
gX=[1,0,0]; %Global X Axis
gY=[0,1,0]; %Global Y Axis
gZ=[0,0,1]; %Global Z Axis












cNode=nodes(i,[2:4]); %current node x,y,z in
if cNode(1)>sX && cNode(1)<eX && cNode(2)>sY && cNode(2)<eY ...



















%Write the orientation card and the element set for this group










%% Writes Orientation Cards
fprintf(fid, '*Orientation, name=Orient %s\n', num2str(setNumber));
fprintf(fid,...
'%2.4f,%2.4f,%2.4f, %2.4f,%2.4f, %2.4f,%2.4f,%2.4f,%2.4f,\n',...
lX(1)+sX, lX(2)+sY, lX(3)+sZ, lY(1)+sX, lY(2)+sY,...
lY(3)+sZ,sX, sY, sZ);
fprintf(fid, '1, 0\n');
fprintf(fid, '** Section: Orient section %s\n', num2str(setNumber));
fprintf(fid,...




'material=Orthotropic unidirectional 0deg\n', num2str(setNumber));
fprintf(fid,',\n');

















fprintf('Attempt %d, Successful Groups: %d\n', attempt, success);
end
%Remaining elements get a random in-plane orientation











fprintf(fid, '*Orientation, name=Orient %s\n', num2str(setNumber));
fprintf(fid, '1,0,0, 0,1, 0,\n');
fprintf(fid, '2, %i\n', randi([0,180]));
fprintf(fid, '** Section: Orient section %s\n', num2str(setNumber));
fprintf(fid,...
'*Solid Section, elset=Orient elset %s, orientation=Orient %s,\n',...
num2str(setNumber), num2str(setNumber));
fprintf(fid,...







% Parses the data from the datFiles. Calculates the AutoMAC, MAC,
% and COMAC between the two files.
%
% Inputs: Work Directory
% datFilename 1 & 2
% min mode
% max mode
% graphs - 'off' or 'on'
%
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% Outputs: COMAC in U1, U2, U3 directions
% Nodal differences in U1, U2, U3, and combined directions
%





function [mac file1, mac file2, mac, comac U1 plot, comac U2 plot,...
comac U3 plot,diff U1 plot, diff U2 plot, diff U3 plot,...
diff comb plot]=postProcess(work directory, datFilename1,...
datFilename2, min mode, max mode, graphs)
%% Read Data File
load('exp points gridTests');
node disp file1=readDatFile(cat(2,work directory,datFilename1), 'EIG');
node disp file2=readDatFile(cat(2,work directory,datFilename2),'EIG');
%% ONLY FOR TIMS WEIRD BCS
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for i=1:length(node disp file1(1,1,:))













for i=1:length(node disp file2(1,1,:))












%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%ONLY FOR TIMS WEIRD BCS%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Sort based off of location
[node disp file1]=sortDisp(closest Nodes f1, node disp file1);
[node disp file2]=sortDisp(closest Nodes f2, node disp file2);
%Truncates if one is longer than the other
if length(node disp file1(1,1,:))>length(node disp file2(1,1,:))
node disp file1=...
node disp file1(:,:,(1:length(node disp file2(1,1,:))));
elseif length(node disp file1(1,1,:))<length(node disp file2(1,1,:))
node disp file2=...
node disp file2(:,:,(1:length(node disp file1(1,1,:))));
end
%Truncates nodes for modes requested
if max mode<=length(node disp file1(1,1,:))
node disp file1=node disp file1(:,:,(min mode:max mode));
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node disp file2=node disp file2(:,:,(min mode:max mode));
else
node disp file1=node disp file1(:,:,(min mode:end));
node disp file2=node disp file2(:,:,(min mode:end));
max mode=length(node disp file1(1,1,:))+min mode;
end
%% Calculates MAC and COMAC
[mac file1, mac file2, mac]=...
ppMac(node disp file1, node disp file2);
[comac U1, comac U2, comac U3, comac comb]=...
ppComac(node disp file1, node disp file2);
[diff U1, diff U2, diff U3, diff comb]=...
nodeDiff(node disp file1, node disp file2);












comac U1 plot=contourAdjust(fidelity, comac U1);
comac U2 plot=contourAdjust(fidelity, comac U2);
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comac U3 plot=contourAdjust(fidelity, comac U3);
diff U1 plot=contourAdjust(fidelity, diff U1);
diff U2 plot=contourAdjust(fidelity, diff U2);
diff U3 plot=contourAdjust(fidelity, diff U3);
diff comb plot=contourAdjust(fidelity, diff comb);
if strcmp(graphs, 'on')
%% Plots all MAC and COMAC options
figure(1)
surf([1:length(node disp file1(1,1,:))],...














contourf(X, Z, comac U1 plot,fidelity,'LineColor', 'none'); colorbar;





contourf(X, Z,comac U2 plot,fidelity, 'LineColor', 'none'); colorbar;




contourf(X, Z, comac U3 plot, fidelity,'LineColor', 'none'); colorbar;




contourf(X, Z, diff U1 plot, fidelity,'LineColor', 'none'); colorbar;




contourf(X, Z, diff U2 plot, fidelity,'LineColor', 'none'); colorbar;




contourf(X, Z, diff U3 plot, fidelity,'LineColor', 'none'); colorbar;




contourf(X, Z, diff comb plot, fidelity,'LineColor', 'none'); colorbar;









% The COMAC results for the requested nodes comparing U1, U2, U3,
% and combined directions
%
%
% Inputs: node disp
%
% Outputs: comac U1, comac U2, comac U3, comac comb
%





function[comac U1, comac U2, comac U3, comac comb]=...
ppComac(node disp file1, node disp file2)
fprintf('Starting ppComac...\n');
if length(node disp file1(1,1,:))==length(node disp file2(1,1,:))&&...
length(node disp file1)==length(node disp file2)
%% Create arrays for each direction
% Each column is a different mode with [U1;U2;U3]
for i=1:length(node disp file1(1,1,:))
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node disp comb f1(:,i)=[node disp file1(:,2,i);...
node disp file1(:,3,i); node disp file1(:,4,i)];
node disp comb f2(:,i)=[node disp file2(:,2,i);...
node disp file2(:,3,i); node disp file2(:,4,i)];
end
%U1 Direction
for i=1:length(node disp file1(1,1,:))
for j=1:length(node disp file1)
node disp U1 f1(j,i)=node disp file1(j,2,i);




for i=1:length(node disp file1(1,1,:))
for j=1:length(node disp file1)
node disp U2 f1(j,i)=node disp file1(j,3,i);




for i=1:length(node disp file1(1,1,:))
for j=1:length(node disp file1)
node disp U3 f1(j,i)=node disp file1(j,4,i);
node disp U3 f2(j,i)=node disp file2(j,4,i);
end
end
%% Calculates COMAC for each of the options
comac U1=calculateCOMAC(node disp U1 f1, node disp U1 f2);
comac U2=calculateCOMAC(node disp U2 f1, node disp U2 f2);
comac U3=calculateCOMAC(node disp U3 f1, node disp U3 f2);
comac comb=calculateCOMAC(node disp comb f1, node disp comb f2);
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else








% The MAC results for the requested nodes: automac, and cross mac
%
%









function [mac file1, mac file2, mac]=...
ppMac(node disp file1, node disp file2)
fprintf('Starting ppMac...\n');
if length(node disp file1(1,1,:))==length(node disp file2(1,1,:))&&...
length(node disp file1)==length(node disp file2)
%% Create arrays for each direction
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% Each column is a different mode with [U1;U2;U3]
for i=1:length(node disp file1(1,1,:))
node disp comb f1(:,i)=[node disp file1(:,2,i);...
node disp file1(:,3,i); node disp file1(:,4,i)];
node disp comb f2(:,i)=[node disp file2(:,2,i);...
node disp file2(:,3,i); node disp file2(:,4,i)];
end
%% Calculates the MAC for each possible mode comparison
for i=1:length(node disp file1(1,1,:))
for j=1:length(node disp file1(1,1,:))
mac file1(i,j)=calculateMAC(node disp comb f1(:,i),...
node disp comb f1(:,j));
mac file2(i,j)=calculateMAC(node disp comb f2(:,i),...
node disp comb f2(:,j));
mac(i,j)=calculateMAC(node disp comb f1(:,i),...













% Produces the text to put into the Abaqus input file for the node set
%









function []=printNodeSet(workDir, inpFile,closest Nodes, nset name)
fprintf('Starting PrintNodeSet for %s... \n', inpFile);
fid=fopen(cat(2,workDir,inpFile(1:end-4),'NodeSet.txt'), 'w+');
fprintf(fid, '*Nset, nset=%s\n',nset name);
for i=1:length(closest Nodes)
if rem(i,11)==0
fprintf(fid,'%d ', closest Nodes(i,1));
fprintf(fid,'\n');
else











% Parses the Abaqus produced data file to grab the unique nodal outputs
%
%
% Inputs: Abaqus .dat file, type of data parsing
% Type: 'EIG' - Parsing mode shape information (displacement matrix)
% 'FRF' - Parsing steady state dynamic information (Acceleration
% matrix)
%
% Outputs: Displacement matrix. Rows are each node, columns are U1, U2,
% U3, and the 3rd dimension is the mode number
% Real acceleration matrix, imaginary acceleration matrix,
% frequency of iterations
%










fprintf('Starting readDatFile for %s...\n', filename);
fid=fopen(filename);
if fid==-1









tline=fgets(fid); %Grabs the next line of the data file
if strfind(tline, 'E I G E N V A L U E N U M B E R')
mode num=mode num+1;





%Grabs all of the nodal data until a blank line
while(~strcmp(emptyLine,tline))













tline=fgets(fid); %Grabs the next line of the data file
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if strfind(tline, 'FREQUENCY =')
freq it(increment)=...
str2num(tline(strfind(tline, '=')+1:end));






%Grabs all of the nodal data until a blank line
while (~strcmp(emptyLine, tline))




























% Inputs: closest Nodes - list of nodes in the specific order you want
% node disp - output from readDatFile (matrix of nodes and outputs in
% numerical order)
%
% Outputs: Displacement matrix in order
%





function[node disp]=sortDisp(closest Nodes, node disp)
fprintf('Starting sortDisp ...\n');
%Organize the node disp variables based off of location not node number
for i=1:length(closest Nodes(:,1))
for j=1:length(node disp(:,1,1))













%Creates orientation cards to be put into Abaqus file
%
%





clc; clear; close all;
work directory='F:\Research\Grad\Matlab\TBracket\Test\Krousgrill\';
%% orientationFunction









name=sprintf(' OrientationCard 3D Run%d.txt',i);
fileName=cat(2,work directory,inpFile(1:end-4),name);
LeftOverElements=platelet3DOrientation(fileName, elements,...









Xfidelity=2; %Fidelity is number of grids you want plus 1
Yfidelity=2;
Zfidelity=11;
fileName=cat(2,work directory,inpFile(1:end-4),' GridConfig2 Run1.txt');
gridPlateletOrientation(fileName, elements, nodes, Xmin, Xmax,...
Ymin, Ymax, Zmin, Zmax, Xfidelity, Yfidelity, Zfidelity)
fileName=cat(2,work directory,inpFile(1:end-4),' GridConfig2 Run2.txt');
gridPlateletOrientation(fileName, elements, nodes, Xmin, Xmax,...
Ymin, Ymax, Zmin, Zmax, Xfidelity, Yfidelity, Zfidelity)
fileName=cat(2,work directory,inpFile(1:end-4),' GridConfig2 Run3.txt');
gridPlateletOrientation(fileName, elements, nodes, Xmin, Xmax,...
Ymin, Ymax, Zmin, Zmax, Xfidelity, Yfidelity, Zfidelity)
fileName=cat(2,work directory,inpFile(1:end-4),' GridConfig2 Run4.txt');
gridPlateletOrientation(fileName, elements, nodes, Xmin, Xmax,...
Ymin, Ymax, Zmin, Zmax, Xfidelity, Yfidelity, Zfidelity)
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fileName=cat(2,work directory,inpFile(1:end-4),' GridConfig2 Run5.txt');
gridPlateletOrientation(fileName, elements, nodes, Xmin, Xmax,...





% Plots the change in frequency for several mode shapes as a single


































% [Mode, Angle, Grid]
% [Mode 1, 0, 1]


















hold all; grid on;
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ti=sprintf('Grid %d: dW vs Angle', g);
title(ti);
xlabel('\theta [deg]');














max dW plot=contourAdjust(5,max dW(i,:))';






ti=sprintf('Maximum Change in Frequency for Mode %d', i);




ti2=sprintf('Angle of Max Frequency Change for Mode %d',i);
title(ti2); xlabel('Grid Location');
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ti=sprintf('Average Maximum Change in Frequency for Modes');





% Runs the postProcess function for every non-repeating combination of
% the dat files for a specific grid configuration and saves them under a
% specific name number. Calculates the average COMAC, and nodal























for k=min grid config:max grid config
grid config count=grid config count+1;





k,work dir2,k, work dir3);






sprintf('TestCase OrientationCard GridConfig%d Run%d AR.dat',k, i);
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datFilename2=...
sprintf('TestCase OrientationCard GridConfig%d Run%d AR.dat',k, j);
[amac1, amac2, mac(:,:,run), comac U1 plot(:,:,run),...
comac U2 plot(:,:,run), comac U3 plot(:,:,run),...
diff U1 plot(:,:,run), diff U2 plot(:,:,run),...
diff U3 plot(:,:,run), diff comb plot(:,:,run)]=...
postProcess(work directory, datFilename1, datFilename2,...




comac U1 plot av=mean(comac U1 plot,3);
comac U2 plot av=mean(comac U2 plot,3);
comac U3 plot av=mean(comac U3 plot,3);
diff U1 plot av=mean(diff U1 plot,3);
diff U2 plot av=mean(diff U2 plot,3);
diff U3 plot av=mean(diff U3 plot,3);
diff comb plot av=mean( diff comb plot,3);
mac plot av=mean(mac,3);















surf([min mode:max mode], [min mode:max mode], mac plot av);
view([0,0,90]); colorbar;
str=sprintf('Grid Method: Average CrossMAC');
title(str); xlabel('File 1'); ylabel('File 2');
figure(2)
contourf(X, Z, comac U1 plot av,fidelity,'LineColor', 'none'); colorbar;




contourf(X, Z,comac U2 plot av,fidelity, 'LineColor', 'none'); colorbar;
str=sprintf('Grid %d: Comac U2 Modes %d-%d', min grid config, ...




contourf(X, Z, comac U3 plot av, fidelity,'LineColor', 'none'); colorbar;




















clc; clear; close all;
min freq=1; %[Hz]
max freq=4000; %[Hz]
dof=2; %Which degree of freedom 1-3









%% For Grid Configs
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for k=min grid config:max grid config
grid config count=grid config count+1;





k,work dir2,k, work dir3);
work directory=sprintf('%s%d', work dir1, k);
work directory='F:\Research\Grad\Matlab\TBracket\Test\Results\';





datFilename=sprintf('Grid%d %d.dat',k, (i*5-5)); %Comparison File 2
[mag{file num}, phase{file num}, freq it{file num}, node order]=...
createFRF(work directory, datFilename, min freq,...
max freq, dof, hammer node, graphs);
end
end
%% For 3D Platelets
work directory='F:\Research\Grad\Matlab\TBracket\Test\3DPlatelets\';
for i=tdf min:tdf max
%Comparison File 1 for 3D platelets
datFilename=sprintf('Platelets 3D Run%d.dat', i);
file num=file num+1;
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[mag{file num}, phase{file num}, freq it{file num}, node order]=...
createFRF(work directory, datFilename, min freq, max freq, ...
dof, hammer node, graphs);
end
%% Split the cell array up by nodes
for i=1:length(mag)%File Numbers
for j=1:length(node order)%Rows in Files
mag total{i,j}=mag{i}(j,:);
phase total{i,j}=phase{i}(j,:);







semilogy(freq it{i}, mag total{i,k}, 'LineWidth',2);











plot(freq it{i}, phase total{i,k}, 'LineWidth',2);














% Takes two dat files from Abaqus and calculates the COMAC, MAC, and
















datFilename1='TestCase GridConfig6 Run3 AR.dat'; %Comparison File 1




%% Read Data File
node disp file1=readDatFile(cat(2,work directory,datFilename1), 'EIG');
node disp file2=readDatFile(cat(2,work directory,datFilename2),'EIG');
%% ONLY FOR ARBITRARY BCS
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for i=1:length(node disp file1(1,1,:))












for i=1:length(node disp file2(1,1,:))













%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%ONLY FOR ARBITRARY BCS%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Sort based off of location
[node disp file1]=sortDisp(closest Nodes f1, node disp file1);
[node disp file2]=sortDisp(closest Nodes f2, node disp file2);
%Truncates if one is longer than the other
if length(node disp file1(1,1,:))>length(node disp file2(1,1,:))
node disp file1=...
node disp file1(:,:,(1:length(node disp file2(1,1,:))));
elseif length(node disp file1(1,1,:))<length(node disp file2(1,1,:))
node disp file2=...
node disp file2(:,:,(1:length(node disp file1(1,1,:))));
end
%Truncates nodes for modes requested
if max mode<=length(node disp file1(1,1,:))
node disp file1=node disp file1(:,:,(min mode:max mode));
node disp file2=node disp file2(:,:,(min mode:max mode));
else
node disp file1=node disp file1(:,:,(min mode:end));
node disp file2=node disp file2(:,:,(min mode:end));
max mode=length(node disp file1(1,1,:))+min mode;
end
%% Calculates MAC and COMAC
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[mac file1, mac file2, mac]=ppMac(node disp file1, node disp file2);
%[comac U1, comac U2, comac U3, comac comb]=...
ppComac(node disp file1, node disp file2);
[comac U1, comac U2, comac U3, comac comb]=ppAutoComac(node disp file1,3);
[diff U1, diff U2, diff U3, diff comb]=...
nodeDiff(node disp file1, node disp file2);












comac U1 plot=contourAdjust(fidelity, comac U1);
comac U2 plot=contourAdjust(fidelity, comac U2);
comac U3 plot=contourAdjust(fidelity, comac U3);
diff U1 plot=contourAdjust(fidelity, diff U1);
diff U2 plot=contourAdjust(fidelity, diff U2);
diff U3 plot=contourAdjust(fidelity, diff U3);
diff comb plot=contourAdjust(fidelity, diff comb);
%% Plots all MAC and COMAC options
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figure(1)
surf([1:length(node disp file1(1,1,:))], ...















clc; clear; close all;
%% INPUTS
work directory='E:\Research\Grad\Matlab\TBracket\Test\GridConfig1\';
inpFilename1='TestCase OrientationCard GridConfig Run1.inp';























closest Nodes f1=nodeReduction(exp points,cat(2,work directory,...
inpFilename1));
closest Nodes f2=nodeReduction(exp points, cat(2, work directory,...
inpFilename2));
if length(unique(closest Nodes f1(:,1)))~=...
length(closest Nodes f1(:,1))
h=warndlg('Repeated Nodes in File 1','Warning');
waitfor(h);
elseif length(unique(closest Nodes f2(:,1)))~=...
length(closest Nodes f2(:,1))




closest Nodes f1, NodeSetName);
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printNodeSet(work directory,inpFilename2,...
closest Nodes f2, NodeSetName);
save('exp points.mat', 'exp points', ...
'closest Nodes f1', 'closest Nodes f2', 'Xmin', 'Xmax', ...
'Ymin', 'Ymax', 'Zmin', 'Zmax', 'fidelity');
end
